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All right, good morning, everyone. Welcome to Pentair's 2015 Investor and Analyst Day. I'm Jim Lucas, head of Investor Relations and Strategy.

We've got a full day of presentations and we're going to go through, let all the presenters present and save Q&A until the end, but we'll have plenty
of time there. We all know we're going to make forward-looking statements, so we'd like to make the lawyers happy and have this up here for you
to read.

In the back of today's handout there are a few reconciliations, including the segment income reconciliations as we move to EBITA going forward.
So with that I am ready to hand it over to Randy Hogan, our Chairman and CEO. And, again, welcome to Pentair's 2015 Investor and Analyst Day.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc. - Chairman, CEO

Thank you, Jim, particularly for going through those scintillating charts I love to cover. And thank you all for joining us today, as we talk about what
we're calling Pentair 2020. And we call it that because what we want to share with you is why we believe we'll create shareholder value over the
next five years.

And we'll do that by covering a few things. First, we have a history of creating shareholder value and that is based on a number of capabilities we've
built and decisions that we're very disciplined in making. And we can continue to do that. In particular, we've managed our portfolio aggressively
and we've added business excellence.

We focused on what makes businesses better, and we strive to build that capability. We expect those shareholder value creation skills to carry us
over the rough spot we've got right now in a couple of our businesses around Energy and Industrial because we believe we can create shareholder
value from now on, now that we've had the discontinuous adjustment to the Energy downturn.

We have attractive businesses. We actually have other businesses besides Valves & Controls, for those of you who hadn't noticed yet. And Valves
& Controls is going to do better, and you'll see that. But those other businesses are doing well with the opportunities they have in front of them,
and they can do even better. And you'll see that as well.
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And finally, you'll meet a team and get to know them and hear from a team that is committed to strive and deliver those opportunities over the
next five years. So today, I'm going to go through in a little more depth and detail the first couple of bullets up that I just covered there.

And then, our own Dr. Phil, Phil Rolchigo, is going to get up and talk about the technology in R&D from a process standpoint, as well as some of
the more exciting opportunities that we're focused on. Those opportunities are being delivered in the GBUs, in the segments, which are that same
thing for us now. But I think it's very helpful for you to see how coherent it is all fitting together.

Then John Stauch, who is our Interim President of Valves & Controls as well as CFO, is going to go through Valves & Controls. And Beth Wozniak,
our newest leader at Pentair, is going to go through Flow & Filtration Solutions and the opportunities there.

We'll take a break, and then we'll reconvene with Karl Frykman, who runs Water Quality Systems, and then Alok Maskara. And then, John will come
back and wrap it up in his - wearing his CFO hat. So, you'll hear from all of those today.

We also have a number of other officers here; Angela Lageson, our General Counsel, Fred Koury, our head of Talent Management and Mark Borin,
our Chief Accountant and Treasurer. So we're all here. We look forward to interacting at the break, then talking some more.

So, let me talk first about the current environment. It's really hard to talk about five years out without knowing that you're grounded in the reality
today. Today we have four GBUs, four segments, totally aligned. So, we're reporting outside in segments the same way I look at the business, and
we're organized inside GBUs.

And right now, two of our segments are performing at a high level, in terms of organic growth. And we believe the third, Flow & Filtration Solutions,
is poised to start growing next year. And then three of the four are actually expanding margins this year and can continue to expand margins.

We are aggressively driving cost out in Valves & Controls right now with the purpose that even if volumes don't go up in sales next year, the bottom
line of Valves & Controls does no further harm to Pentair. That has been the planning basis and more than that, that has been the action basis for
everything we've been doing over the last, particularly, six months in Valves & Controls.

At the same time, our Food & Beverage business, which includes our food service business, is doing very, very well, despite the fact that Ag's a little
weak. We're still growing very nicely. And we have great exposure. In fact, our largest vertical, as you'll see in a minute, is in Residential & Commercial.

And it's growing nicely, and we expect it's going to continue to grow nicely as an end market. And you'll see, as the GBUs and the presidents speak,
that we have opportunities to grow in those markets that are quite exciting.

And finally, yes, Energy headwinds are expected to persist and, yes, the Industrial downturn, which we started talking about in the second quarter
and realized more fully in the third quarter, is certainly a risk.

But we believe we have really good balance and good capability to control our costs on those sides, at the same time as driving the organic growth
and the profitability that come from that in our other segments. So, that's how we see the current environment and as a result, as you saw in the
press release this morning, we reaffirmed the guidance.

And for those of you who have the third quarter results document, this is exactly the same page with a different takeaway. We're still seeing core
sales down about 4%, adjusted OP income down around 12%, and adjusted EPS, again, a cash EPS measure, at $3.84 to $3.86. So we still see that,
and we're committed to that.

And more importantly, we are very focused today on setting up for 2016; make sure we have our ducks in a row to drive execution to deliver in
2016. So, let me now talk about Pentair 2020 and starting with the fact that we do have a history of creating shareholder value. And, as I think you'll
see, we have opportunities to continue to create shareholder value.
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Over the last 15 years, we've gone from being really a holding company of small, $100 million businesses, valued our market capital of only about
$1 billion. We committed 15 years ago to a path to become a Lean Enterprise company. We admired those companies that had really adopted Lean
as a culture and driven performance from that.

And that really was the foundation of us saying we don't want to be a holding company anymore, we want to be an operating company. At the
same time, we still acted and managed like a holding company; we made some very dramatic changes in our portfolio, from being our largest
business in power tools to really doubling down in water.

And in that time period between 2000 and 2001, we grew from $1 billion to $4 billion. And then, of course, we committed to that much more; to
be more global, to be leaders in the space we were in. We had the ambition to double in size and become the company that was in the best position
in the flow and water space to be the consolidator in the industry.

And that's what led us to doing the Tyco deal and today we're a little over $10 billion in market cap. So, we've had strong execution against the
strategies that we had, particularly on building our Pentair culture, which I'm going to talk more about, because I think it's very important to
understand that our culture is the root of our ability to execute.

Secondly, PIMS, Pentair Integrated Management System, which includes Lean Enterprise and our standardization programs; we've done very well
on that, and I'll show you some of that. But we haven't done as well as we've wanted to in organic growth.

If you go back and look year by year by year, we used to be in the upper half, but not in the top quartile of organic growth. In the last couple years,
particularly with some of the headwinds, but not just because of the headwinds; we actually were below the half in organic growth.

And we want to be in the top tier performance, so we gave ourselves a red on that. And while there were some externalities that affected that, I
think we could've done better also on some of our execution on growth. And that's what's led us to sales excellence, which I'll also talk about. But
we have a half century. The company 50-year anniversary will be next year, 2016.

We've gone from a company of five guys making signal and weather balloons, that's where Pentair comes from, for those of you who don't know,
a business that's long gone, to one that is a narrowly diversified industrial company that we believe has advantages, as a result of that narrow
diversification.

Now, one of the biggest changes, and we've had lots of questions about what, after the Tyco merger, what's working and what's not working. And
one of the things that we really value as a company, because we believe it is the core of creating shareholder value, is cash flow. We built a cash
flow culture in Pentair.

We knew and saw an opportunity, not just in margins in the flow control business, but cash flow in the flow control business. And so, while we've
gone up some 80%, in terms of shares outstanding, we've actually quadrupled; we've gone up 400% in terms of our cash flow per year. And what's
interesting about that is it validates the fact that our approach works in driving cash flow.

And yet we still have huge working capital opportunities that are going to be an opportunity for a number of years yet to come. It strengthened
our balance sheet, we've been able to hold our investment grade, we've been able to pay back in dividends, we've been able to put capital back
to work to create more shareholder value.

And those are well-exercised muscles, and muscles that we will continue to use judiciously. And we have the structural advantage that the first
piece of it, as you see in the ERICO transaction, where we can add $0.40 a share of accretion next year, and that's largely because of our capital
corporate tax structure.

That's something that we have the capability to execute well, and we have a structure that gives us enormous flexibility. And you'll hear a little bit
more about that from me and John in a little bit. So, measure us by cash flow. It's a little bit stepped back this year, because of the dollar and because
of what's happened in Valves & Controls. But the capability is sound, and we will deliver.
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Now, this is our mix of businesses. I mentioned we're a narrowly diversified industrial company. We like that position because we believe diversity
allows us to give some cushion to the variability that comes in industrial companies. And we're seeing that now with (inaudible) in Industrial in the
industrial end markets. Yet, [everybody] Commercial is strong.

So, we believe that diversity is powerful, in terms of us being more reliable in delivering predictable results. But we want to be narrow enough so
that the capabilities that we have, our culture and our operating disciplines and PIMS are relevant.

So, we look at discrete manufacturing. We look at manufacturing both through distribution, two-step distribution, and direct to customers that
lend themselves to the capabilities that we've built. We have diversity by end-market vertical, I mentioned and Residential & Commercial is our
largest segment now, as energy has declined in size, and we've gotten bigger in Commercial because of ERICO.

Residential & Commercial is our largest market, Industrial's second largest. Energy's 23%, as you can see here. And Food & Beverage, which has
been a focus of ours and was less than 5%, is now 10% and continues to be a strategic focus of ours.

Then if you look at it by reporting segment, our two water segments together are about 40% of the company with Technical Solutions being about
a third, and then a little bit less than 30% is Valves & Controls now. That diversity is something that we want to prove to you is a strength. And we
have opportunities in all of our segments to be better, both on the top line and the bottom line.

I mentioned culture. I think the biggest success we had in the merger with Flow Control was institutionalizing a culture quickly across [30 people],
to make sure that we became one company fast. We still have a long way to go to build capability. We still have a long way to go to embed,
particularly in Lean Enterprise everywhere we are.

But we've codified the culture in a way that people really identify with it, and people are attracted to it. You know we have a purpose to make sure
that we judge everything we do in how it improves the quality of life of people around the world.

We still have an ambition to be the next great industrial company. And when we say that, we say that because we admire greatly companies like
Denair, who we believe is a great company. We still aspire to that, and we still believe we can get there. We're guided by process. We've become
a process company.

And there's two sets of processes we use, our strategic principles, which is basically the where and how we compete. We want to be in businesses
that have good growth prospects, but not rocket ship just continuous growth prospects. Ones that we see where the growth is coming from, and
we can participate constructively in it and then ones where we can control our destiny.

If you take your - all your strategy models in the world, the question I always ask our businesses, is how do we control our businesses and those
destinies? And how do we control our destinies in those businesses?

It's why we've exited power tools. It didn't matter what we did in power tools, we didn't control our own destiny. It's why we exited pipe after we
bought it from Tyco. No matter what we did, and we did a lot to make it more productive, it was a lousy business. We got out of it. That discipline
remains. We're just passionate in how we think about it, and we're passionate about how we execute it.

And then we have our operating principles. This is a work in process. Pentair Integrated Management System is alive. It's in development still,
because we get better every day. That's the core of continuous improvement. And as you'll see, we're not fully deployed everywhere. That's an
opportunity to create value, and I hope you'll see that, too.

And then, finally, we're united by our principles of "Win Right". Those of you who've followed us for a long time know that we built a culture and
we have hewed to it in Pentair that we would rather lose doing business the right way, than win doing business the wrong way. But, of course,
what we want to do is we want to win doing business the right way.
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And that's what "Win Right" means. And we've codified those principles so that the "Win" means customer first, being accountable for performance,
being adaptable and innovative. And then the "Right" is about positive energy and teamwork and integrity.

And those are things that people are proud of and people are excited about and why we're able to, even when we get people that leave, that want
to come back. Because we do have a good culture, and we hold ourselves up to that and actually people hold - employees hold me up to it.

So we feel this culture is a competitive advantage and it's one that we have used to get negotiated deals, because we've lived up to this even in
deals. It's one where we can get people to trust us that we are doing tough things for the right reasons.

Now, it's important that we align everything we do, and the alignment of our strategy and those processes and structures and the culture and
talent is about what our whole strategic planning process is. And this isn't new. This is exactly how we've done it, and it's how we are running the
company today.

So here's the goals for 2020, and I'd like to go through the logic of how we got here. When we thought about today, and again, being - to plot a
course for the future, you have to be grounded in the reality of today and that's what that 2015 is. We are facing market challenges. We got two
segments performing, two that aren't performing up to the level we want.

As I mentioned, the culture work is sound. Our talent depth was stretched, and we're working on it and rebuilding it and that's going well. We have
much more discipline around focusing on the priorities that are going to add value, making sure we're resourcing those. And you're going to see
how we are focused on those today, and how we're - how each of the presidents is driving that focus today.

And we now have presidents who are officers of the companies. They report to me, and they're very much engaged in managing the resources
and to make sure that we're driving better growth initiatives for better growth outcomes.

Now what does it take to be the next industrial company? Some of these are the same; we want to be better at finding the best growth opportunities.
We want to be accountable for our performance and we want that performance to be reliable, both on the growth end and on the operating
income end.

We want to be able to demonstrate that Lean Enterprise is embedded everywhere and actually delivering results everywhere in the company. We
want to have a world-class team of depth and diversity so the next dramatic thing we do, we can do it as well as we did the last one. And I'll talk a
little bit more about that, and what we're doing about that.

And then our metrics, first let me talk about growth. It says we want one to two points of differential growth. And you'll see later that we've set a
fairly modest growth outlook. Why? Why is that? It's less and lower than we've said before. We're informed by the reality we faced over the last five
years.

If we had had the markets as strong, and I'm not copping out here, but if the markets had been stronger, the way we thought, we wouldn't have
had the growth troubles we had. So what we want to do is take control of our own destiny on growth. We have actions that you'll hear today at a
[$1 billion] of differential growth ideas no matter what markets do, and that we're going to go and execute those.

So imagine if you will that we're not counting on the market to lift the boats. We are going to dig a trench and our boats are going to float. Our
segment income, as a result with lower - if we assume a little bit lower growth, but growth that we can drive, is going to be 8% to 10% at the
segment level.

We can still drive double-digit growth at the EPS level, and then free cash flow equal to or greater than 100% adjusted net income. Let me make a
note that we used to talk about 120% of NOPAT. This is the same number. It's just that we're now focused on cash EPS. And we're focused on cash
EPS, I think you can understand, because of how good we do on cash, and we didn't think we were getting credit for it.
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So, this is the future state that we're committed to get to. So think about these as commitments, not goals. Commitments, and commitments that
we want to make or beat. So that's how we think about creating shareholder value. If we do those things, even if the markets are punk, we will
create shareholder value, as you'll see in John's wrap-up session at the end.

Now, let me talk a little bit about the skills that we've built and we continue to hone and how they're going to get us through the near-term
challenges. When we think about our corporate strategy versus the GBU strategies, this represents the corporate strategy that we have been
committed to for some time.

We aggressively manage the portfolio, as I mentioned. That's acquisitions and divestitures. We've done both. We're building capability. That's the
PIMS, I'll come back to that, and that's the culture, which I've already covered. We are much more focused on how we allocate resources effectively.
So you'll hear more about the 10 strategic groupings we have now.

We've elevated above the 19 platforms to that as we think about resource allocation. And then we support execution. We're not trying to drive
and control the businesses from corporate. We're trying to enable the segments to do that, and that's the corporate strategy and how we think
about it.

Now the enabling strategies for that are to continue and advance PIMS, with a particular focus on raising our customer excellence, which has
brought us to the sales excellence activity I'll talk about in a minute. Continue to drive margin growth. Every one of our businesses, even Technical
Solutions, we believe can advance margins, every single one of the four.

Of course, cash flow, and then talent management, in order to drive all of that are key. And we're working to hone the capabilities in all those areas.
We want to leverage our advantage capital structure.

And capital structure is a euphemism for our tax advantage, our corporate structure, and the fact that we have been very creative on how we
structure deals and we'd like to believe that that is a balance sheet with infinite assets on it, creativity.

We have 100%, or virtually 100%, flexibility in how we move cash, and we continue to be active in looking at M&A. The good news is, is that we
can create the value you're going to see today, if we don't do another deal.

So we'd like to think about deals as being disciplined about deals, not desperate for deals, but ones where we have a unique position where we
can create a lot of value, if we find ones that make sense strategically and make sense financially.

We're going to continue to build the strength by getting growth in our key segments and the key platforms within the segments. And that's where
our cash flow will go, that's how we'll build a balance sheet. We believe in a simple lean corporate structure. We're not the leanest corporate structure
in the world, but we're in the top decile, in terms of the number of people and the amount of cost we spend at the corporate level.

Rather, we're trying to build fully functioning, fully capable segment teams to drive growth and participate fully in the corporate strategies. And
then we want to use our culture of "Win Right" in order to grow and also grow our talent base. So those are the enabling strategies that the presidents
and we talk about actively, as we think about how are we leveraging these things in the individual segment strategies.

Now I'm not going to go through all of this. You've seen it all before. Our Pentair Integrated Management System, which has Lean Enterprise, talent
, and growth. But I will mention a couple of things about it. In particular, we have a renewed focus on value streams and driving Lean activities
across the value streams.

This is some of the learning we've gotten from the Valves & Controls challenges we've had over the last eight months. Focusing on value streams
beyond just Four Walls. Four Walls, certainly, Lean is a place where a manufacturing company can drive a lot of productivity. But we need more
focus on value streams.
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On talent, I'll talk in a minute about how we're reloading after getting incredible productivity out of the talent base that we've had. And then in
growth, sales excellence, which I have a chart on. Sales excellence in particular after a rapid growth process, which allows us to test actions quickly,
3D innovation, which I'll leave Phil to talk about.

But the sales excellence has been, over the last 18 months, the main focus, which is basically building growth capabilities and process excellence
at the point of the spear, where we talk to customers in the sales office.

Now Lean, this is our assessment in where we are in terms of our Lean score assessment for each of the four GBUs or segments. Water Quality
Systems 3.3, Technical Solutions 3.1, green, because these, as you'll see in a minute, house our world-class excellent Lean businesses. But they're
not perfect. There's still a lot that can be done. Technical Solutions is focusing a lot on rebuilding their ability to differentially grow, which is
something that has slowed in their capability.

Water Quality Systems, great in aquatics. We gave them water purification, because water purification can be a lot leaner. And so having that team
working on that is going to raise that. Now to Flow & Filtration at 2.5, and Valves & Controls at 2.3, yellow, because there's a lot further way to go,
a lot more work to go and do. And I'll talk a little bit about those, as well.

Now we used Lean in the Flow Control acquisition. We used it to great purpose and great effect. The timeline just shows what we were doing at
different times between training and our Lean focus sites and then Lean plans and making a material flow and everything.

But I think the key things to remember are you know we took 32, and in fact more than that eventually, Pentair legacy people and deployed them
to Flow Control early on. We developed and deployed a Lean playbook. We trained over 500 people, over 500 people of Flow Control employees,
legacy employees on Lean. And some of them have really risen up and grabbed Lean going forward.

There's a lot of eLearning modules. And we drove a lot of productivity, which is a particular focus of the Valves & Controls presentation, so I won't
belabor that here, but you'll see it in his. So we got off to a good start and then it's hard to see it, because of the downturn in Valves & Controls, but
you'll see how it reads out in Valves & Controls.

But I do want to remind you of what can be done when you really have a leadership team that commits to Lean and drives it consistently. The
business we started Lean in in Pentair was 17 years ago. It was our enclosures business, which included Hoffman and Schroff. That business made
less than 10% profitability. It was only about $600 million in profitability - I mean $600 million in sales.

Today, even with the industrial softness, it's a billion dollars in sales, and it's over 22% in profitability. The business structure didn't improve. What
improved was our ability to execute for the customer and execute for the bottom line.

So we introduced Lean in '98, the first place we pioneered it in Pentair. We focused on delivery and cost and cash and drove early margin improvement.
This is a cyclical business, yes, but every single time we've gone through a cycle over these last 17 years, the business comes out stronger and more
profitable. It comes out stronger and more profitable.

In much of our Lean talent, most of the Lean talent that we took and put into Flow Control and, of course - of course, thermal is in this segment,
most of the talent that we deployed to Lean came out and were developed in that business.

At the same time, aquatics in a less period, shorter period of time, similar results, $400 million in 2006, faced in the Residential downturn or
approximate to that, right after that, which actually started in the pool business before the '08 crisis and the '07 crisis, really turned and that was
the burning platform that made PIMS the most relevant thing they could do.

And Karl led a transformation of the business based on Lean, and you can see the results that the aquatics piece, the pool business, $750 million
today, over 20% profitability today, reinvested a lot to innovate, because they had more intimate understanding of what the customers wanted.
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As a result went from being number three in the world to a number one in the world. Another great Lean story, large enough to impact Pentair's
bottom line, but I think a great example of what can be done in every one of our other water businesses. Every one of our other water businesses
structurally can do the same thing.

So, maybe a little bit of a tough chart, but it's an exciting chart because it shows you what's being done in Flow & Filtration Solutions, using Lean
Enterprise and simplification right now. This is basically a chart, and I'll simplify it for you, this is the 12-inch turbine pumps. These are used largely
in irrigation, but other well, large well, pump applications.

We had a very complex product line. The curves on the right showed you what customers have to deal with, basically in the top 20 different flow
series of that pump. And you had to pick very narrow ranges of performance. We said we can redesign this and give the customer more flexibility
and greater range with only eight.

So, we went from 20 flow series to 8. And then actually cascaded that back down with material flow analysis and product line simplification. And
if you add all that up, it's an over 70% reduction in parts it takes to make those eight.

So we went from 20 to 8. We actually have a broader product range. It helps distributors from a stocking standpoint. It certainly helps our
manufacturing from a reliability and execution standpoint. And the customer has a broader range they get from each of these flow series. This is
a win-win-win, and applying that kind of Lean analysis is something that's committed to in our Flow & Filtration Solutions segment. So, we continue
to get better.

So how are we going to meet our 2002 targets? So our core capabilities of Four Wall Lean and bringing those to the value streams across the
businesses through process Lean and then standardization and digitalization of our processes, together with footprint rationalization, are how
we're going to take, if you will, the operating side of the company and continue to deliver even if the markets aren't favorable, in terms of the end
market growth.

So let me talk a little bit about our talent journey. I've had a lot of questions about why didn't you have a running out success in Valves & Controls,
and I think it's instructive to see what we did. You know from 2001 to 2012, we really built a strong bench.

We recruited and developed leaders. About two-thirds were internal developments, about a third from the outside. We upgraded over time about
20% of the executive population and particularly upgraded in operations, finance, and HR. Yes, it doesn't say marketing and sales. Duly noted.

We took that capability, and we deployed that aggressively. And, in fact, 63 people ended up being permanently moved to the Flow Control - the
Legacy Flow Control, either Valves & Controls or thermal, 63 people. At the same time, our COO retired, and we said what we need is we need
presidents that act like mini COOs of their businesses.

So we elevated and promoted our presidents to officers of the company. And, basically, they sit with us at the table on corporate strategy and are
contributing across Pentair, not just running their own businesses. So what do we have to do now? We have to rebuild the functional bench, which
we're doing.

We're focused a lot on training, and we're bringing in external upgrades when we have the opportunities. So we didn't have someone ready to run
Valves & Controls inside the company. So I put the person I trusted the most in there, to make sure that we got to reality. We learned what the truth
was and then we acted more aggressively.

So why are we rebuilding? Obviously, it's so we can meet these objectives. We want more reliable and accountable performance and we believe
our commitment to our processes will get us there. We want more capability for growth. We've created shareholder value, and we want the
opportunity to continue to create shareholder value for you by using our unique advantages and capabilities.
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And, of course, we need a deeper bench, because leadership is what drives performance excellence. You think back to that alignment page,
alignment is driven when the leader's in touch with reality, and the reality informs the leader what the leader needs to do, and everyone gets
aligned to that. So that's what we are doing in talent.

In terms of technology, as I mentioned, you know we have the 3D process and Phil will talk a little bit about that. We have some very exciting areas
where we're committed to technology leadership. It isn't everywhere, but you'll again see in Phil's presentation what areas we're very excited about
in terms of technology.

And then, we've been on a journey, per the last page on talent, to upgrade our talent capability and build it globally. As you know, we've built
design centers in China and India. And we leveraged those across the company.

And the technology, as you'll see and Phil will go in this chart a little bit, if you look across all of our four segments, and you've looked through
some of the great opportunities we have to grow in Food & Beverage, around resource scarcity and making smart and connected solutions, they
really play into multiple segments in most of these cases, which is why we like to think about it across the company.

We like to think about technology developments to make sure we are using them everywhere, and you'll see some examples of that. So I mentioned
Pentair sales excellence. Our focus has been getting better in Four Wall. Our understanding of how we were going to create greater growth,
differentiated growth, it really succeeds or fails on how capable you are at reaching customers and getting their voice to inform what you do and
serve them.

So we realized that we really didn't have any kind of standard work, or best practices, or any way to share that in the sales end. And so we went
out to establish and focus sales excellence practices that we could share within the company, because there is a better way.

One of the things about Lean and about best practices is there's always a better way to do something, and if you are open to it, you will get better
if you can execute it. So we wanted to apply the same disciplines in thinking about sales. So we focused on strategy, structure and management,
using that eight-step process.

And in particular, we're focused on these four, job design and organization structure, sales talent and management, and performance management
and compensation. We've already made some good progress in that and getting to simplify the way we compensate and make sure the compensation
is aligned with the performance we expect to drive as a business.

It hasn't always been, and it isn't always everywhere today, but we know how to improve it. The sales talent management, we have disciplines now
to really measure people more effectively, like we have to measure all the others, and we can focus on upgrading talent. So that's our sales excellence
journey.

Now we have attractive businesses to drive differential growth, and I'll just overview these a little bit, because you're going to see a lot in each
detail. I mentioned that we've gone from thinking about - we still have platforms, but in terms of resource allocation, we like to think about ten
strategic business groups.

So if you look at the four segments, or GBUs, at the top under Valves & Controls, we're thinking in terms of aftermarket and MRO, which is one value
stream versus projects, engineered solutions, which is another.

Flow & Filtration Solutions, a little bit of change in technology, which Beth will talk about. But Water Technologies, which is most of the pumps,
Fluid Solutions, which we used to call hygienic, and then Process Filtration, Water Quality Systems, which is aquatics and aquaculture, or environmental
systems, then Water Filtration which is water purification and food service.

And then in Technical Solutions, Enclosures, which is the business I talked about earlier from PIMS standpoint, Thermal Management, and then
our new business, Engineered Fastening Solutions, which is the ERICO business. So those 10, the value proposition for each is listed here on this
page. I'm not going to go through it. It's just in the deck so you can read it at your - at your will.
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So if I elevate back up to the five - to the four segments, and again, you'll - these - this is, if you will, the outline of what you'll hear from each of
them. In Valves & Controls you know we're facing in the new reality, we're adjusting the cost structure. We still have opportunities to grow, particularly
by focusing on the aftermarket, which has never been a really planful focus before.

And then PIMS adoption, we're not giving up. You'll see we've made a lot of progress and there's a lot more progress we'll make. We're still making
money in that business. Flow & Filtration Solutions, you know we are well positioned in terms of the macros, and with our portfolio we just need
to deliver growth, and I think you'll see we have ways to do that, particularly by evolving products and solutions and at the same time taking
advantage of the opportunities that Lean Enterprise is going to give to margin expansion.

Water Quality Systems you know this is our highest performing business right now. We expect it to continue to perform at a high level, because
of its exposure to Residential and Commercial, but more importantly because of their execution against that exposure. And you'll hear about that
from Karl.

And then Technical Solutions, we're well positioned. We're going to face near term the Industrial challenges a little bit, but we are focused on
differential growth. We still have a lot of opportunities to serve customers outside the United States. And we certainly have a lot of opportunity
now to expand in Commercial, and successfully integrate in ERICO, so.

So those are the key, if you will, highlights of the strategy. Now, in terms of driving shareholder value beyond that, this is the same model we always
did. By focusing on organic growth, driving margin expansion with our process capability, and then allocating the free cash flow well, we can drive
this virtuous cycle. And that's how we decide how we'll resource allocate.

And so the first resource allocation we do is on organic growth. And you'll hear each of them talk about these major thrusts of growth in each of
the presidents' presentations. But there's over $1 billion of differential growth ideas. This is taking control of our destiny on growth, so that we're
not always just copping out because of market, taking control of our own destiny to drive differential growth.

These are real and I hope you all see that when each of our presidents go through them. And because I think this is so important, I decided that I
would finish with it, as well. We are a company committed to cash flow. We are a company that believes that the discounted cash flow of a company
over time is the real way to value a company.

We have quadrupled our ability to deliver cash flow, and we haven't even tapped into them, to the mother load yet. We are going to raise margins,
which is the best way to drive cash flow. Raise margins on growing sales, actually, is the best way to drive cash flow, but we also have a lot of
opportunity in our working capital.

As you'll see, as we reduce our footprint, it takes less capital to support to the footprint. As we get better at Lean, we use - we'll have less waste in
working capital. So we have a lot of opportunity to continue to drive cash flow, and put that cash flow in a disciplined way back to work to create
shareholder value.

So core sales performance, plus PIMS performance that drives margins, is going to deliver cash flow. And as we allocate that capital with the most
flexible structure in the world, we've got that on the upside. So the first two we believe we can create shareholder value, and then we've got this
one we've got with capital allocation on the end of the two to drive value beyond that.

So I hope you got a sense of why we're excited about the business and the way we're organized. And let me turn it over to Phil. So, Phil?

Phil Rolchigo - Pentair plc.

Thank you, Randy. Good morning, everybody. We're ready to talk a little technology. As Randy said, there's three elements to our technology
strategy, our process, the technologies we're investing in to drive differentiated growth, and our talent.
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Today I'm just going to talk a little bit about our process and the impact it's starting to have on our growth objectives. And we're going to do a little
deeper drive around technology and the exciting opportunities that lie ahead of us.

So I'll start with our product development process. When we developed this process, it was actually birthed through Lean methodologies to try to
create a Lean product development cycle. Three phases, discover, develop, deploy. Pretty intuitive, in terms of what the phases do.

And we're continuously improving this process using our Lean methodologies to drive cycle time, to improve quality, and to constantly integrate
the voice of the customer into our products, and constantly prioritize into the projects which have the highest opportunities.

We launched the project - the process in 2010. Since then we've doubled vitality, and we've seen great growth in both the value of the funnel and
the opportunities and numbers of projects in the funnel. And we can project going forward, based on products we've launched over the last few
years in the projects going forward, one to 2% growth annually from the new products. So we're making a lot of progress by driving progress rigor
with tremendous growth opportunities ahead.

So I wanted to talk a little bit about technology now. The way we look at this is you know from strategy development all the way down to how we
prioritize the products that are in our pipeline, the products that we're going to execute on. It's always prioritized and determined by market back
analysis to make sure we're working and focusing on the biggest opportunities.

But from a technology point of view, within this framework, we like to look at technologies and specifically technologies that are outside of our
core, and be able to use these technologies to enable new innovations within our core.

So by looking at things like advanced electronics, monitoring and controls, advanced materials, and manufacturing processes we have a tremendous
road map to continue to advance our core products.

And then through the lens of solutions focus, we've identified Food & Beverage solutions and resource scarcity solutions are tremendous growth
opportunities, where we can leverage our current product suites and advance products to create a lot of value for our customers.

And then our second leg of this is that we have a great opportunity to take our current products and embed intelligence into them, make them
smart and connect them, and create a whole new range of opportunities to create value for our customers.

So, Randy showed you this chart. This is a little more granular, more specific around the areas that within the Food & Beverage our resource scarcity
solutions that we're going to focus on in the smart and connected solutions. These are all projects that are driven by the GBUs. You can see the
alignment.

Each of the presidents are going to talk about some of the - some of the ideas that I'm going to discuss with you today. They're going to show you
the justification of why we believe these are really big opportunities. And my goal today is just to get you excited about the technology and show
you that we've really created a lot of differentiation that's going to give us a great advantage into the - into these markets.

So one thing I want to draw your attention to is that we got a lot of check marks down in the flow and filtration segment. And one of the reasons
is because that business is where our filtration technology lies. And when we think about filtration and membrane separations, the one thing that
is clear about this it that this is a technology that enables customer solutions.

It's a process which transforms our customer processes and creates a lot value for our customers, whether it's filtration of beer, filtration of wine,
recovery of proteins, reuse of water, and recovery of energy.

Membrane filtration technologies transform customer's process and create value. So while we prioritize constantly the areas in which we want to
focus, from a technology point of view, we're always advancing our expertise in material science, both at a micro level and at a molecular level to
ultimately create value for our customers, meaning new applications and ultimately lower costs to do the processes that they intend to do by
lowering energy and reducing capital costs in the process.
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So one platform that we've - are very early in our journey on, and this is what's called the nanofiltration hollow fiber market. It's a pretty big market,
and this kind of lies in between reverse osmosis technology, which, when you apply it, takes everything out of water. So it basically takes water
and purifies it.

And it's built in by (inaudible) filtration technology which takes out solids, and viruses, and separate at the very coarser end. But the exciting thing
about this market is that it actually is enabling to do molecular type separations.

So when you start to think about creating value for our customers at this level, we're able to do things from remove silica from water for power
plants, to recover protein such as whey, and dairy type applications, and even into the future think about biopharmaceutical separations in
purification.

So, this is a really exciting platform for us. We're at the beginning of the journey. We got a lot of work to do to prioritize within this space where we
want to go. But it's something we've talked about before and just wanted to give you an update that it's something we're still excited about, and
we think there's tremendous growth opportunity from it.

So, now I just want to start walking through some of the solution opportunities in beer and wine. We found and identified an opportunity in beer
filtration a number of - a number of years ago, where we could replace an old unstainable process in beer filtration with membrane technology.
And by developing this technology, we were able to show that we were able to improve the shelf life of the beer, and stability of the beer creates
a lot of value.

We reduced a lot of waste, minimized the amount of water used in beer production. But this was just really at the high end of the market. By
continuously innovating that we've been able to open up that whole opportunity from commercial beer production all the way down to craft
breweries, which happens to be one of the fastest growing segments of this market, by being able to really reduce the cost through innovating at
the technology level.

So, this is a really exciting opportunity for us, and a great example of how identifying a big market, and then continually innovating opens up more
and more opportunity within that market.

The next area I want to talk about is point of use filtration. And this is small filtrate - small scale filtration you use in say residual and type, small
commercial applications. It's a really big market. And when you look at it, the developing world it's one of the largest segments of this market and
that's actually where the challenges are the greatest.

The water quality in the developing world is really bad and there's an enormous amount of awareness by the customers who are using these
products and the value of water. But this is the challenge, it's the developing world. Costs are really important and here's where the technology is
probably the most important, because you need multiple layers of technology to be able to address the poor quality of water.

So, when we look at this opportunity and we see there's very little product differentiation, and a lot of the products that are actually sold into this
market today don't meet specification, are actually false claims and they don't work as advertised, we see a great opportunity for us to be able to
innovate [better] technologies into this space.

So, the first area is in filtration, kind of the first step to the process. We have a number of different products that we've developed. Premium
performance best cost to install carbon filter, carbon fiber filter, and all our [alter-filtration] technology, which we use on a very large scale to address
the best total cost of ownership, and with the best technology we can get on flow log reduction and viruses. So really taking that water is a first
step to a pretty high level of purity.

To handle one of the next challenges in this application, people are turning to reverse osmosis to try to take all of the dissolved components out
of the product that are potentially harmful to health. But RO at this scale is very wasteful, so for every cup of water you might treat you waste four
cups of water.
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So, we've been innovating, we've got a new patented module design and a proprietary manufacturing process that through different fluid mechanical
mechanisms wastes less water, and because it has a lot more capacity we can actually reduce the cost per gallon of water, or liter of water, produced.
So this is an exciting innovation.

The third leg of this is in disinfection. So most of these waters have biopathogens in it and you need to disinfect. We've been developing our own
ultraviolet light technology for disinfection. Now, UV light is one of the premium ways to disinfect water. We've developed technology and we sell
it into our aquaculture solutions, but at this scale the challenge is cost and reliability and simplicity.

And what we've been able to do - so what we've been able to do is convert a typical UV system, where basically it's a bulb where water flows over
the bulb and disinfects the light, to a really novel design, where we separate the water tube from the bulb, and we use reflective design to concentrate
the UV light into that tube by separating the tube - the water tube from the light, we are able to minimize a lot of challenges with classic designs
or you know safety.

For instance, if the bulb breaks, and the bulb is in the water and you've got mercury in the water, you've just actually made the water worse. So by
separating this, the two, the light from the water tube, we generate a lot more safety.

And we have this opportunity by innovating with this new sensor design, to be able to show, and you see in the upper left hand corner, whether
the process is working, whether there's a counterfeit lamp in the UV system, or whether there's a counterfeit flow tube.

This is something we typically see in a developing world, where somebody buys a UV system, but it's actually a fluorescent bulb, and it's not a
quartz tube. It's actually a glass tube. So it's actually doing nothing for you.

And so we've - we're really excited that we now have three really innovative pieces of technology that we can then integrate into a vast array of
applications for point of use within our residential and food service segments.

The next area I want to talk a little bit about is waste water reuse within the water scarcity platform. You know people think about waste water as
a cost, but today more and more, whether it's in a municipal or an industrial segment, we're looking at waste water as a resource. And by converting
the waste water using filtration processes we have the opportunities to recover not only the water, but we have the opportunity to recover energy
and nutrients.

Now we're a leader in industrial reuse. We apply our technologies, our filtration technologies, in industrial reuse. And we're always looking for new
opportunities to grow that grow those applications. And here's an example in a food processing plant, where by combining membrane technology
with traditional biological treatment, we do two things.

We are able to purify the water to a level in which we can reuse it, but we also create biogas. And then we can take that biogas, we can upgrade it.
Beth's going to talk to you about opportunities in biogas, but we can then take that biogas and upgrade it and use it, and actually turn it back into
energy to help run the plants.

And we're starting to find many opportunities where we can run waste water treatments plants at an energy neutral balance. So this is exciting
and we want to continue to innovate here, and the types of membranes that we use in this application are these tubes that I show you on the left
hand side of the slide.

You flow water at pretty high velocity down these tubes to keep the tubes clean and drive productivity, but what we find is that the market's
somewhat limited because there's so much energy that's consumed by flowing the water down the tube to keep the membranes clean.

We have a new exciting innovation that we just want launched, and we actually won an award at Aquatec this last week, an innovation award. And
if you can see that spiral pattern that moves down the tube, by flowing the fluid down that tube that ridge starts to spiral the flow and it actually
helps to keep the membrane clean at a lower energy.
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And you can get two times the capacity through the same about of membrane area. So imagine that's a pretty linear correlation to be able to
reduce the OpEx and CapEx by about two times. So to just kind of illustrate what that looks like, here's just a little quick video and it actually shows
you how the fluids actually spinning out of the helix design.

And that fluid motion actually keeps the membrane cleaner and drives the productivity of the process. So we think with an innovation like this
that industrial reuse market actually becomes larger, in terms of what we can access because we've been able to reduce the cost. So, an exciting
opportunity.

Now in petrochem and LNG, this is an opportunity that we've identified across a number of our platforms as an opportunity to innovate. And there
are a couple areas that we've innovating here. We're innovating to ensure that our process - products can be used in hazardous locations, as well
as really extreme environments. And this is common across both the Valves & Controls platform and the Technical Solutions platform, the common
theme.

So here are a number of products that we're - we've - are in the process of launching, and I'm only going to draw your attention the cryogenic ball
valve that has been designed to be run at a negative 190 degrees C, just slightly colder than Minneapolis, coming soon.

But you know the thing about the materials challenge is in designing a product like this, right? The materials have to function at these kinds of
temperatures. It's not just the metals it's also the elastomers. So a lot of exciting and interesting design goes into being able to create such
differentiated products.

And when we move over towards - move over towards Technical Solutions, the same types of principles apply where we need to work on advanced
materials and advanced electronics to be able to work in hazardous locations and extreme environments.

Back to filtration, we're a leader in the development and use of coalescent technology, and the processing of various Oil & Gas, petrochemical
applications. And the way these technologies work is the fluid stream, whether it's a liquid or a glass, flows through this media, the oils and hydro
carbons that absorb to the media.

They begin to form and coalesce, and then you separate the two streams based on gravity. This is a very large market, and we're a leader in this
area. We have a patent, a patented technology that's just about ready to expire. So in the spirit of continuous innovation and being able to grow
our opportunity, we've created this new product that we're going to be launching next year.

You can see from this previous chart, the coalescer is kind of a cylindrical design. We innovated in two ways, we innovated in the geometry and
decreased the capacity for element by a factor of two. And we've developed a proprietary media that actually gets us another five X performance
benefit over traditional media. And a lot of material science has gone into developing that media.

So at the end, when you look at our new designs over traditional designs, we can see a 2 to 10 x-improvement capacity per the same kind of vessel
when we compare this to what our competitors are doing. So we're really excited about this because this is a major shift in CapEx and OpEx, and
we think this is going to help us to really expand our market share within this technology platform.

And then lastly, what I want to talk about is give you some insight into what we're doing in smart and connected solutions. More and more our
portfolio of new products is in this category, and this is just to kind of ground everybody.

We think about two things, we think about smart products where we take intelligence and we embed the tech, the smarts into the products with
sophisticated electronics. And then how we take those products and we connect them together and then connect them to the Internet so that we
can do performance monitoring, and process optimization, and fault diagnostics, predicative maintenance in a more of a solutions-oriented
approach.
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So here's an example of some smart products. IntelliFlo actually developed, a number of years ago, gen one was one of our first smart products.
Now we're on to IntelliFlo II, where we've been able to increase the level of sophistication and user experience in terms of the types of feedback
we get from this type of product.

The IntelliBoost system, which is a smart product for maintaining pressure and flow in commercial buildings. And then the two products down on
the bottom, our smart sump pump and the smart submersible controller, which really is linked through this new platform called Link 2.0.

And this is a platform we're developing for residential applications, where you'll see more and more of our products connected through this
platform, where you'll be able to look at all your water treatment products in a residential setting on this platform. So we're really excited about
that.

And then, again, likewise within Technical Solutions and Valves & Controls we're continuing to innovate and create smart connected products
there. The upper left is a smart controller for cooling and industrial applications, a smart residential floor thermostat in residential applications, and
a number of valves and valve positioners that are now starting to be able to communicate the performance and how those valves are working.

The last three things that I want to share with you are some connective solutions. The first one is a product that we're launching, and the next two
are products that we have in alpha test and beta test as we're testing the opportunities with our processes.

This is called the diagnostics and communication master for valves. We look at this as a gateway to take our valves and valve systems, and connect
them through the host DCS and SCADA systems.

By creating this gateway what we essentially have, is we have a platform where we can do diagnostics at that level, make it easier for our customers
to connect our valves to their main control schemes, and at the same time be able to give predicative maintenance and performance optimization,
to not only our customers but also to ourselves. So we see this as a new opportunity for us to be able to start to edge into the industrial Internet
of Things, and we'll be launching this product in 2016.

This next application takes advantage of our position within CO2 recovery. We develop and manufacture CO2 recovery systems for Food & Beverage
applications in beer processing and other carbonated beverage applications.

And here what we're doing is we're connecting fiber res, and we're going to be doing this in Q1, where we can monitor the performance of these
breweries real- time and be able to do performance monitoring, performance optimization, and predicative maintenance.

We're going to learn a lot from doing the analytics on this type of application, and we think this is potentially a really exciting edge forward in our
Food & Beverage platform. And then lastly, Karl will talk to you about our big opportunities in aquaculture.

And one of the opportunities we see when we try to scale these applications down is that we need to take novice farmers and make them expert,
and one way to do that is with smart control platform. And this is the objective with these alpha tests. So we're just beginning in this journey to
be able to figure out how to get the smarts of our applications engineers into this type of platform to be able to help smart farmers become more
expert.

And so with that I'd just like to close. You know our technology program is focused on constantly improving our product development process
and investing in these big growth opportunities. We've made significant progress and we're really excited about our growth opportunities ahead.
Thank you.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Thanks, Phil. OK. Let's talk about Valves & Controls. It's usually as I go out and meet with investors, it's mostly what you want to spend a lot of time
on. And although we want to talk about the other businesses, we clearly understand that this is an area of the company that's caused us great pain
this year.
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And we have significant opportunity to improve it, and we need to improve it to regain the creditability to having a predictable and consistent
earnings stream. I wanted to start with a couple things. First of all we're actively searching for a real full-time president for this business. We're quite
excited about the slate of candidates that we're interviewing.

We're looking for industry knowledge, academy company-like leadership, and we're very confident we're going to find the right leader. At the same
time when we needed to make the chance, Randy and I sat down and said what we need to do with this business is only something that Randy
and I can do.

And that's because we have to address the reality of the market that we're facing, and we have to go in and split this business into two simple value
streams. One serving a short cycle business where a customer wants the product tomorrow, or today, or in minutes, or hours, or days, and a business
where they want to have a highly designed engineered product that they want for a project.

The focus of this business and the history was always on the project side of the business. The real value is in the large install base and the opportunity
to serve that install base in a better way. And so, with Randy's support, you know the organization knows that this goes all the way to the top and
the decisions that we're making are permanent.

And, they expect that the functionalization, the standardization, the PIMS efforts that we're putting in have Randy's support and mine. And so I
think that's crucial to the leadership change. So what are you going to hear today? We're adjusting to the new reality.

We believe, and we came out in Q2, that this is not a cyclical downturn. We firmly believe this is an industry reset. You can pick what you think oil's
going to be over the long haul. We think what happened was there was a lot of capacity build globally to support some spreadsheet that went
viral out of China that said 20% growth in China was going to happen for perpetuity.

And the whole world built to a demand model that's just not there today, and that capacity correction has to happen. We also need to be more
responsive to our customers. We have to have an Amazon.com model in serving that install base. Not Amazon.com profits, because we want to
have Pentair-like profits, but we want to give them the expectation that they can get their product when they need it.

And ultimately you know we started this journey believing we had 600 to 700 basis points of margin expansion, because the peer group that we
look at, and you know the top valve producers out there, were 600 to 700 basis points of margin ahead of where we were. And Valves has the
leading of largest valves offerings in the world, and we believe we have the best and highest technical specs.

So, we should have a margin that exceeds what that peer group is. And even with all this cost out that I'm going to take you through, we still think
there's significant opportunity to expand the margins much further.

And as I told Randy, given the technical nature of our products, and given the fact that we're working in safety conscious environments, this should
be the highest margin in all of Pentair. And I think that opportunity is still in front of us.

There's till opportunities to grow. These are going to be volatile markets too, but the focus is on the aftermarket and the MRO. And we have good
applications in LNG and petrochemical that are happening today and helping to grow the backlog. And we do think that there's going to be
productivity in refinery space that's going to continue to add expansion.

And we believe deeply PIMS has worked everywhere, as Randy shared with you and showed with you. It works. You just got to get the leadership
engaged believing it works. And that's again why I think the leadership, or my short leadership in this business is important to make sure people
know this is nonnegotiable, and that by applying it you're going to see the better results and people believe it.

And then, finally, we started the sales excellence journey about nine to 12 months ago in this business that really aligns the salesforce around the
selling motions I mentioned. Selling to the install base is a different selling model then selling a large project and dealing with the engineering
complexity of that.
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So, here's what the business looks like. We believe that there's an aftermarket, which is primarily standard product or configure-to-order product
that a customer needs in a like-for-like replacement. That represents about $900 million of the valves controls portfolio, and the engineering projects
are about $935 million.

If you go to the peak of the revenue cycle where we're around 2.4, 2.5 billion, we believe aftermarket was still around this number, which means
we've seen almost a $600 to $700 million reset in those projects, which is what I mentioned is the realization of that capacity is coming more aligned
with the real demand globally.

We always ask ourselves, we look at charts and this is actually what Randy says, "Is this coincidental, is it causal, or correlated?" You make your own
judgement on this chart. But we have seen a substantial reset in what's happened with oil prices, but we've also seen a substantial reset in what's
happened with global rig count.

You know, I think we can make - we're making money as Randy said. There's a lot of margin that we can take out of this business. We can be
profitable even if oil stays at this level, but we have to be much more focused, much more targeted, and much more specific in what we're quoting
to the customer and how we deliver that product to the customer.

There is growth, even in the wake of you know the oil downturn. We're seeing a significant trend of increased capacity and expansion taking those
low feed stocks, and then having the ability to take advantage of those spreads and ultimately make a lot of money. So we do have a lot of customer
still investing in this cycle and taking advantage of those lower costs.

So, I mentioned earlier, splitting the business. And if you really think one of the learnings that we felt you know we learned from our Lean journey,
is that you know Lean and Four Walls has always worked, its factory, its distributions, optimizing the supply chain.

But ultimately when you get into large engineered businesses, and Randy and I have been around them, you also have to say that the complexity
actually comes from the customer on back. We started our Lean journey in the factories and Flow Control in valves.

And, in fact, in retrospect, we should've probably done the value stream mapping in a much deeper way looking at how the customer is buying
for us, and then all the complexity between the quoting cycle, the engineering, the SKUEs that were being created, and what complexity that was
putting on the factory.

The opportunity is significantly bigger to take cost and simplification, and improve the customer experience on dealing with how we quote product
and how we engineer it, than actually the manufacturing cycle in itself.

You can see how these two value streams are different. And you know if you're quoting something and your life is about nine months to a year
and a half, you're probably not reacting to the install base which has a problem today and needs that product by the end of today or tomorrow
morning.

So, we believe that these two value streams have to be supported differently, and that's where they're in the process of doing the business. There
has been great adoption of this model within the Valves & Controls organization.

And everybody feels that by separating this, the business into these two value streams, that we're going to actually not even just improve margins,
but we're going to improve the customer experience and put ourselves in a position to significantly grow in the future.

As you know, those of you who followed this industry, nobody does this great. And we believe by taking out the costs, dealing with the burning
platform that we have today, and getting the customer lined up better, we're going to be able to deliver substantial value to our customers and
our shareholders in the future.

I want to take a moment on this slide because I think it's important that we all understand the journey we've been on, and just where we are in
Valves & Controls. If you look at the top, the revenue when we acquired this business on a pro forma business in 2012, was $2.4 billion.
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The operating income, as it reported that year, was closer to 10%. But if you look at it adding the amortization back on a pro forma basis, you could
see the margins started at about 12.3%.

Through volume and FX, and you can see that on the top, the revenue in 2012 to 2015 is down $600 million.

That's a lot of reset that's happened just in two to three years. Most of that's volume, some of that's foreign exchange. As I mentioned earlier, I think
most of that is from the project side of the business and the capacity reset.

When you take a look at the cost structure, material is only 33% to 35% of a dollar of sales in the Valves & Controls organization. So when you lose
revenue, there's a substantial hit that comes in to the factories. You know, when we were at the $2.4 billion level, you know most companies worry
about foundry capacity.

They were worried about how they were going to supply the $3 billion to $4 billion revenue stream that we were looking at. So most of it was
securing capacity at any cost. Well, given the fact that there's been a reset, you can see both in volume and inflation, we had to get significantly
the cost out.

And, in fact, you know we've taken out $315 million of cost. And this does not include the additional $135 million that we just announced this year
that will have its benefit in 2016. That's $450 million of cost structure we've taken out since 2012. And as the takeaway says, it's just still not enough.

So, there's no excuses here. It's just giving you the level of where we are in the journey. And I promise you that this still doesn't address the 500 to
600 basis points of margin that we think we can get from this point forward on all the other activities we're doing, reducing the ERPs, reducing the
distribution footprint, making sure the capacity's aligned, and all the Lean-based activities that are going to happen between the quoting and
engineering model.

And, in fact, you know I - you know you look at this and you see the reset and you realize that, you know a lot of this is just volume-based and we
still haven't addressed those realities where we're going to go.

So, I think great days ahead for Valves & Controls, and, as I say, we're going to create substantial value in the next five years. I've just asked you not
to look back, because I think the margin in this business can be great, and I think the value creation for this point forward can be significant.

Here is our portfolio. It is not listed alphabetically for a reason. The strength of our portfolio lies in the upper half of the chart, and some of the
weakness of the product line is more at the bottom.

The one thing I do want to highlight in the gate, globe check of valve, which is on the bottom of the chart, is half of that business is focused on
power and nuclear, and has a significant positon. So we talk about gate, globe check and, wow, you know it's all commodity standardizations. It's
not true.

A big piece of our gate, globe check portfolio is still solid, it's just in a market that hasn't grown over the last couple years. So, aftermarket, as I
mentioned earlier, $900 million. We do, in fact, think that this business has grown over the last five years. We think it is an untapped area for Pentair.
And when I'm asked if we lost share and the fact that I can't measure if we have or haven't, I would tell you we probably have.

And I think that that's - some of that share loss has come because we were focused on the large projects. We had a selling organization that was
incentivized on order dollars. We had a selling organization that also owned a big part of the quoting model, and ultimately I think the high value
proposition of serving the install base was overlooked. It went to more of the channel partners or some of the mom and pops.

As we look at the selling motions, and I'll talk about this later, we now will have a dedicated selling force calling directly on the aftermarket install
base. And then we'll have a separate organization that will call in the EPCs and large projects.
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We'll have a prioritization of the project, or products that we want to sell. And we'll make sure the selling organization knows what's most profitable
to Pentair and is motivated to sell those most profitable products.

So, we want an improved aftermarket mix, and the reason that we want that improved aftermarket mix isn't because we don't want a project
growth. We only want project growth if it puts a product into the install base and gives us some form of future annuity that we can count on.

If not, then we have to make money on the project on a standalone basis, and we have to look at that separation differently. The value of the
predictable, sustainable, and consistent revenue streams that Pentair has brought in the water portfolio has been because we've had a good focus
on the aftermarket side.

And we believe if you have predictable, sustainable, and consistent revenue growth, you can invest better for the future and technology, and know
that you're going to continue to improve your margins going forward.

So, the first area is just to penetrate what we're good at, and you know the second one would then start to edge out and solve for our customers
the ability to take our valve line and expand you know and replace competitor solutions.

And then as we get to number three, which was talking about capture, you know Randy asked the business when they first came on, "What does
the last 10 or 15 years of selling history look like, and do we know where we've actually sold our products, and why don't we go call on them, and
isn't that the install base that we're trying to replace?"

Well, as you can imagine, across 25 different ERPs not all that data exists. And so shame on us if we, going forward, don't capture every single sale
we have, know exactly where it went, and know exactly when it should be replaced, and have a salesperson calling on that at least 90 to 120 days
before that replacement's required.

So our aftermarket strategy is really primarily focused on, and I'll start with, as I said, pressure management is the crown jewel of the Pentair valves
& controls portfolio. And we should start by making sure that we're capturing all of the pressure opportunities, and we have a need there where
every single 36 months, our pressure relief valves need to be tested for safety reasons.

And, so, we have a great service model that's built around that pressure management capability, which allows us to then have conversations with
those same customers, and start to edge out in two or three, which would be more products that we would serve in branching out and expanding
the aftermarket portfolio.

If you do business with Pentair, three to six months ago you would have been able to call any one of our distribution sales offices, factories, anyone
of our third-party channel partners and ask a question, ask the date of when your product was going to be there.

And what we need to do is move forward into having a support model around the customer, where your sales person takes care of all that for you
and you have one communication with the customer. And then behind the scenes, we optimize your experience for you. And that's what this chart
is.

And there's a huge opportunity not only for pricing for Pentair, but it also allows us to have one delivery date promise. As I said earlier, the customer's
on this end of the spectrum really want to buy on the Internet. They want a standard pricing model. They probably don't even want to talk to a
human being, and they want to get what they need when they want it.

So, switching over to what we call engineered projects, or the project side of the business, roughly $935 million of sales today. And, as I said, this
is the more cyclical part of the equation. This is where we built the capacity as we had about you know $1.5, $1.6 billion on this side.

This is where we've been focused on the capacity rationalization, and the primary reason is because we believe that we have to right size this
business to a much more profitable business model for Pentair, but most importantly a more predictable and consistent revenue model.
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The way we're going to do that is making sure that we have a much better prioritization process. When we take a look at a project within the rest
of the Pentair portfolio we ask our questions about -- we're just not in the skid business, we're not just in the systems business.

We want product content. We want to bring our margin through that product and then we want to make sure we have some type of aftermarket
annuity that we can count on. There are going to be projects that we just sell for the project basis but they have to be very high margin. They have
to be to customers that are important to us, and they have to be in vertical market segments that we're focused on.

So, when we take a look at these projects, we have to take a look at where the strength of our product portfolio is, what is the investment of that
project both in the form of the EPC we're working with or the customer we're working with, their attractiveness in the market and most importantly
that after-market potential?

There are projects that are obvious that should go right to the front of the pile. We should have a much higher win rate. And then there's the
projects that we need to reconsider is it worth adding the capacity, is it worth adding the complexity and what's the long-term benefit for the
Pentair share owner?

There are two areas that are absolutely critical for us succeeding over the next five years that we think we can win substantially. And the first one
is the triple offset valve, probably invented by the Valves & Controls organization because we didn't have that high-end ball valve that one of our
competitors has.

And the triple offset valve is a great application to substitute for that weight and the specifications of that ball valve in certain applications. So we
have grown north of a $200 million triple offset valve that is a second crown jewel in our portfolio. Still has substantial growth rates because of its
replacement of those high-end ball valves.

Then automation. The world is going to be more automated. That automation is because the customer wants to know the process optimization
of their business is still mentioned but also the reliability and when they need to replace the products.

So, all of our products need to be smart-enabled, and most of those products have to talk to open architecture which are all of the software systems
that exist today. So I mentioned the triple offset valve and you can see we have a high reliable product. It is a lower cost than some traditional ball
valves in certain applications.

Total market size is represented by the $700 million that I have out there today, and by expanding the offering and looking at the other opportunities
to expand that triple offset valve into other applications we nearly double the size of the market, giving us the opportunity to penetrate more
deeply.

You can see on the lower right there, the largest opportunities that we have. Automation. You know most companies that serve the valves industry
have some form of their own integration of automation. We're one of them. There's obviously also a large automation company out there with a
first name that starts with an R, a U.K.-based company.

Most of the customers that we serve and deal with in the large Oil & Gas, and petrochemical space, want companies that can work with all of the
software providers and especially the ones that their choosing to try to optimize their system.

So, we have a separate automation controls group that works with some different selling organization to OEMs in a certain aspect and then we
also have our project business that installs other people's actuation and automation in to our projects as we work with some customers.

It's a trick that all valve companies work to, but the real opportunity is the integration of that capability and the opportunity to enhance the customer
experience and begin to move up the value chain in understanding what the customer wants and then making sure that those products give the
customer what they want.
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Significant growth. If we choose to focus on it or not, we're obviously choosing to focus on it but the growth is going to happen in the automation
cycle anyway because it both drives value cost out and also a better need for the customer solution.

So, I mentioned sales excellence earlier. This is not just psychedelic color chart on the left, it is absolutely the way the selling organization was
focused. So it was territory-based. It was regional-based. And you as a sales person carried both an aftermarket account and a large EPC account
and a global account.

You could, as a sales person be needing to serve the refinery local in your community, and also working on a global large project that you would
be quoting and working with the rest of Pentair. Because of that, we had a lot of complexity built in to not only the quoting activities but also the
engineering activities and then also working on the factories.

So, a significant non-productivity in the sales force if you can imagine. What we've moved over to, and we fully deployed this in North America.
We're in the process of deploying this in Europe and also Asia in the early part of -- or the ending Q4 2015 first part of 2016 is what you've seen on
the far right.

Which is we have a global account manager and the global accounts is primarily specification organization. We're making sure that all of our Pentair
products are specified in the customer and then working down those balls there to make sure we've got the alignment between the selling skill
necessary and the account.

So, now we have every account that we call on aligned exactly to a customer. We know what our market opportunity is with that customer, and
we have a targeted approach to talk about the capture of that sale and making sure we're pulling through those margins that we want. So much
more aligned sales force.

This actually informed what Randy and I did with the backend which is this is how your sales organization is moving forward in a very productive
way. Let's align that backend to the selling model, to the value stream mapping and take out the waste in the process and optimize those two
value streams.

Very excited about the opportunity this is going to create, not only just for growth but the profitability in the organization. So let's talk about the
margin opportunity. I want to make sure I share this with you so this doesn't get lost, but before the reset occurred, on the way that we reported
operating income.

At the end of 2014, we had moved the margins from the 12% that I mentioned earlier all the way up to 17%. We still saw substantially more
opportunity with what we could do not only in the factories but also in the rest of the complexity in the business.

We don't believe the 17% to 18% margin target we have there on the bottom is reflective of the overall opportunity in the next five years. We
believe it reflects more of a muted growth outlook that we think over the next five years.

Now we're hopeful that market is going to recover and we would expect as I said earlier to be able to move these margins even farther than the
17%-18% I'm targeting. But you see material in this business isn't the challenge, it's the other costs of goods sold and also making sure that you're
selling and R&D are optimized to where you actually want it to go.

Here's the opportunity in front of us and we believe that this margin in front of us is there to capture and we believe that (inaudible) is the way to
do it. Here's the outlook on the valves control business. I really do believe better days are ahead.

I think the reset in the market gave us the opportunity for the burning platform to convince the organization that the way we were doing business
just wasn't the right way to do it. You've got to remember that this business was growing 9% to 10% and 7% to 8%.

It's sometimes hard to convince people growing in high single digits that that's just the market and not them. So the willingness to change is better
when you're in the environment we are today and you know that you got to continue to drive cash and you've got to optimize the business model.
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We're very excited about what we're doing. I think we're very excited about the profit that we can drive. As Randy mentioned, our first goal is to
make sure that 2016 is no further harm to where we are in 2015. So I want to share a little of that walk with you because I have shared this and a
lot of you have asked.

If you take a look at the $135 million of cost out next year, we think that the offsets to that are about $15 million in what we call wage inflation from
that labor. We also think that might be $20 to $30 million of incentives that come back in the form of sales incentives and trying to drive the business.

Let's just say that's $45 off of $135 it leaves you $90. We have seen about a 300 basis point decline in what we call standard margin, and that's
representative of the project side of the business as well as the day-to-day book and ship business.

Now we think we haven't seen any price because when we measure price on a part number the part number basis for the standard it's about equal
so most of that has been in the project side. We think we have another two points of price decline next year. Not because we're experiencing it
from Q2 to Q3 to Q4, but because we think it's right to anticipate it.

Which leaves you about $50 million of operating income on a flattish environment. Yet we don't know if we're going to decline slightly next year
or if we're going to be flat next year or if we're going to modest growth next year. That's what we're going to work through.

That was the right to left business model that Randy and I employed on the business, is to make sure that we're driving enough cost out to anticipate
further decline in 2015 for revenue but ultimately not give more operating income back.

It's something that is important to us to demonstrate that this business is a value trader not a value detractor over the short term. So hopefully you
have a little more confidence in our ability to do this.

I have thought that this has been a good assignment to understand the depth of the business and I'm really comfortable that we have a team there
that's ready to lead this challenge and I'm very confident that Fred will deliver the Valves & Controls President shortly and then I can get on to being
the CFO of this company. Thank you.

Beth Wozniak - Pentair plc. - President of Flow & Filtration Solutions

Well good morning. My name is Beth Wozniak and I am seven weeks in the role as the new President of Flow & Filtration Solutions. Many of you
have asked me, because I had a long career at Honeywell, why did you come to Pentair?

For me, it was really the opportunity to work with a portfolio that had a lot of great technology and a lot of great products where there was growth
opportunity. That's what I believed when I was joining this business, and I can tell you seven weeks in, I'm even more excited because I think we
have a lot of opportunity.

I'm going to share with you just what you're going to hear today, and the first is, there's a really great portfolio in flow infiltration solutions. When
you think about the macro trends that can drive our growth as we look forward, you know the world is going to need two times the amount of
food that we manufacture today.

We're going to need three times the need of water, clean water that we have. Five times the amount of energy to produce all of the things that we
need, and we're going to generate 10 times the amount of waste.

So the great news is that this portfolio offers products and solutions to solve those problems. As I talk about how we're going to grow, you're going
to hear a lot around from moving from products to solutions, where we can offer more value to our customers.

We had tremendous opportunity to take our portfolio which is strong in some regions but not globally, because we do have global solutions. Third,
because we have so much opportunity, we really need to think from a market perspective.
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Where are those high growth segments, where are the profit pools and look at those opportunities and go after them, and by using sales excellence
make sure that we execute on them. Lastly, this portfolio has an opportunity for margin expansion. Some of that comes with the expansions in to
solutions and after market and higher value opportunities.

As I look at the footprint and our cost structure and just how we can apply PIMS which is applied in our factories very well, we have a lot of complexity
and an ability to really take costs out and at the same time improve the customer experience.

So those are the things that you're going to hear about today. The Flow & Filtration Solutions business, it's about a $1.4 billion business. Our segment
margin is around 13% with three strategic business groups, Water Technologies which is our largest, fluid solutions and as the name applies it does
more than just water.

Then we have we have our Process Filtration business which is where all of our membrane technology resides. If you look at our vertical distribution,
one thing that is nice about this portfolio is that we serve a lot of different vertical markets. There is plenty of opportunity in each one of those
segments.

We'll choose to focus some of our portfolio in key ones there to drive our growth. Then lastly, as I mentioned, when you look at that geographical
distribution, over half of business resides in North America.

So that is a big opportunity for us because as I describe the types of problems that we solve for our customers, those are global problems, so we
really have the products and technologies to solve those things around the world.

So looking at our first business. This is our Water Technologies Business. It's an $800 million business. It's grown at about 2% and probably will
continue to grow in that range over the outlook. This is a really broad portfolio.

If you think about it from a pump standpoint, we have pumps at the residential level. Sump pumps for example. We have irrigation pumps. We
move up into commercial with HVAC and fire systems. Even larger, into infrastructure where we have pumps for municipalities and flood control.

It's a great portfolio with great channels. We have the opportunity to make it global. So that's one of our first growth priorities. What we do is we
manage water supply and we manage water disposal.

Our ability to build channel partners and EPCs and other relationships distribution around the world by offering a complete portfolio with support
and local service. That's our value proposition.

If I just take one example of our fire business, we're a leader in North America in commercial fire. We're expanding that globally to be a leader with
commercial and industrial fire. This year we opened up a local assembly facility in Sharjah in the UAE.

We certified our products there. We're able to provide fast turnaround. We're serving customers from that facility now in over 20 different countries
in that region. We opened our second site in Wuxi, China to have the same local service capability.

In addition to that, what we did is expanded our fire portfolio into the industrial fire segment with different metallurgies that are required to serve
that sector. So that's just an example of how we're going to take our leading position and around the world go global and become a leader globally.

I'll share with you another example with our residential portfolio. Phil talked a lot about smart and connected technologies. We have a great
opportunity to take our pump platform, make it more energy efficient and apply smart technologies to give piece of mind to a home owner or an
end user and that's a macro trend that we see growing across the entire portfolio.

An interesting fact that I learned is that in the United States it's estimated that pumps use about 20% of all the electrical energy. So by applying
some more energy efficient technologies like (BFDs), by having smarter controls capability, we can respond to those challenges and offer our
customers great solutions.
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The last thing that I want to just mention here, and I'll share an example later, is across this portfolio, we're going to drive sales excellence. So we
went through a real transformation with our residential water, particularly on the pro channel.

I'll come to it and just show you how that's going to really ensure that we drive our growth and execution. We take a look at the second business
in this portfolio, its Fluid Solutions. So what's unique about this business is that we not only provide components, we provide solutions.

The way that we're able to do that is by having deep applications, expertise, and knowledge to support our customers. So today we serve beer
manufacturers, we have beverage manufacturers, wine, dairy. We also play in the biogas space.

We also provide agriculture OEMs as well with solutions. So here's where we create more value in this portfolio. So as a growth opportunity for us,
it's continuing to expand that capability that we have today.

You already saw an example of where we have served the beer manufacturers on a large commercial scale that we took our technology and were
able to scale it down to support craft brewers which is the largest growing part of this market.

By the way, we already have relationships there because of the fact that we provide quality controls, sensing and monitoring, so we introduced a
new product this year and already seeing steady state growth in that segment.

Dairy, another attractive space for us where we continue to grow globally with our application expertise. I'll just mention biogas for a second
because we have a really unique position in that not only with our filtration solutions can we filter out methane, but we have the ability to recover
CO2 that can then be sold to third party providers.

So some very unique solutions that we offer to ensure the quality of the processes that we support here but also energy recovery. Our third business
is our Process Filtration Business. So this is where all that cool membrane technology sits that you saw from Phil.

This business has some different types of technology so we do everything from air filtration all the way to fluid filtration. We're able to package
those membranes in unique solutions that we provide for instance to our fluid solutions business and here we have technology and the ability to
provide solutions with applications expertise.

So you can see we play in industrial water, municipalities, Oil & Gas, just to name a few. Our big growth focus here is to grow in industrial water.
So let me just walk through an example of how we're able to take our technology and expertise to grow in this segment.

There are lots of different applications here, and it usually starts with us having an understanding of what our customer's problem is. We had one
particular customer in the Oil & Gas space who really had a challenge of wanting to reuse water, so produced water from an Oil & Gas process.

As you saw earlier, we were able to present our helix technology which the customer actually thought was going to serve them very well because
it uses less energy, and has more uptime in productivity because you do not have those insoluble particles sticking to the membrane walls.

So we then created a membrane solution called our compact 75G which had high mechanical strength which was necessary for this application.
We delivered a solution to this customer. That's just one example.

So we're able to apply our technology. We're able to understand the applications of our customers and we're able to create solutions of high value.
So we believe that this industrial water opportunity is at least $75 million as we go forward and it's a global opportunity for us.

I wanted to talk about sales excellence. I mentioned it earlier. Earlier in the year we started with understanding for our professional channel. Did
we have, and this is in North America, did we have the full coverage and penetration of our sales team?

We didn't start there. We had to start with the market. Where's the growth opportunities? What's the opportunity space where we want to play?
We then mapped all of our channel partners and distributers. You know what we found?
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We found that we had several sales people calling on the same distributers. We found that the dealers that are really important to us, that we really
didn't have anyone supporting them. We found that there were areas where we just did not have the coverage, or we had multiple brands competing
for the same share of wallet.

So we were able to remap our entire sales organization and change the structure. Our view was we needed to drive demand creation. We needed
to support those dealers, help them understand the technology, provide them with technical support. We really become an extension in a way of
the distributors because we're supporting them in aiding the dealers.

In doing this, we were able to ensure we had better coverage, drive deeper penetration of our products and really streamline things and make it
easier for all of our channel partners to do business with us.

We're already seeing some great results from this and we expect we're just going to get momentum as we drive this type of sales excellence
approach going forward. We're going to apply this across our entire portfolio. That same type of thinking. That same rigor to really align our sales
organization to the goals of where we want to grow in the market.

Just wanted to comment on one of our other strategies, is really moving from products to solutions. Because when we do that we create more
value. We create more margin opportunity for us, and consistent with what Phil showed, for us there's really a lot of opportunity around Food &
Beverage solutions, but around resource scarcity solutions.

The technologies and the products that we have really could help in driving some problems or opportunities around the world, whether it's water
reuse, whether it's resource recovery systems. The third piece for us is applying that smart products and connective solutions.

The ability for us to do monitoring and analytics, whether it's for a homeowner, or for a plumber, or whether it's for a dairy manufacturer. There's
really a lot of capability and expertise that we can bring to bear there. So a lot of technology that is going to drive our growth.

You've seen these charts already. I just wanted to make a couple of comments here. So when you think about the market, and the beer market,
craft brewing, very strong in the U.S. for example. Growing in other parts of Europe.

What's really important here for us to be a leader in the craft brewing segment is to understand their challenges uniquely from the commercial
breweries. Which meant having a solution that was modular, scalable, met the right cost point.

By the way, it couldn't sacrifice the taste or quality of beer, as all of you beer drinkers know. We've been able to do that. I mentioned we released
a new product in May called our Flux+ solution. Because we already had relationships with those craft brewers we're seeing nice growth there.

So just an example of taking technology and applying it to where we see high growth opportunities in our business. You also saw this chart before
about our anaerobic membrane bioreactor and I wanted to comment that a lot of our technology is aimed at resource recovery.

That is a lot of different opportunity, whether it's water recovery, whether it's energy recovery. I think as a business we just need to look at what
those segments are where we really can commercialize it.

To share with you an example, everyone knows about some of the water restrictions in California this year. One of our customers, a Food & Beverage
processing company came to us because they were using three million gallons of water every month.

With the requirement for them to reduce the amount of water that they consumed in their process, we had the solution. We were able to create
membrane ultrafiltration solution for them that allowed them to recover from their waste water 400,000 gallons a month. So almost 15% recovery
from what they're consumption was.
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That's just one example of the types of solutions that we can provide. In looking at our growth priorities, I think that you'll see that we have a lot
of different opportunities from our technology. So with water solutions, it's a great portfolio, it's about making it global and providing that support
and moving in to some new technologies with energy efficiency, et cetera.

With our fluid and beverage growth initiative, it's really expanding that knowledge that we have and our technology capability in to solutions and
driving customer intimacy. Our third area is really being the thought leader when it comes to industrial water solutions.

So, whether it's clean water or waste water or energy recovery or resource recovery, we have lots of different opportunities here that is going to
drive our growth. Let me just now change it to margin expansion, because I think this is another big opportunity for this portfolio.

As I spoke about, where we're headed on the growth side, as we create those higher value solutions, that expands our margins. You saw the example
earlier of how we're thinking about product platforms. Given that we have a lot of different brands in this portfolio there is a lot of complexity to
that.

For us the opportunity is to take that technology and to develop product platforms that allow us to reduce our complexity but still provide those
performance requirements to our customers. The other opportunity here is that as we expand globally, as we provide more solutions we can
continue to expand our active market opportunity.

Whether it's service, or whether it's selling more after-market components. Thirdly, just skew reduction. We have a lot of cost involved there. So
when I think about those first three, that's really about kind of tied to our growth and our portfolio transformation.

The other things on here I would share with you is we have the opportunity to optimize our footprint. As we want to grow globally we want to
make sure that we're manufacturing the appropriate regions to service our customers.

Today only about 15% of our manufacturing footprint is in low cost country. So that's an opportunity for us. Lastly, I just want to share that as -- by
the end of this year we will have over 80% of all of our sites having an ERP system deployed.

One of the things that I found very interesting is that today every single one of our sites has its own order management location and its own
customer care facility. So similar to what John described in Valves & Controls, the opportunity for us is to apply PIMS and some of our lean
methodology to that front end business processes.

So, for customers having one place for them to process their orders as opposed to having to go to all that complexity of our site. Those are the
types of things that are going to help us simplify our business, take cost out and create a greater customer experience.

The result of all that is we should see a consistent margin expansion of about 40 to 50 basis points over the next horizon. Our growth side should
be about 2% to 3%. What I'd like to say is you know this is the commitment, right, this is the minimum that I think we want to do.

Again, seven weeks on the job, I'm sure that there's lot more opportunity that I'm going to find. I think it's important for us as a business that we
deliver on those commitments. So I shared with you lots of growth opportunities. We need to have the discipline and the execution and apply all
the PIMS tools to realize that margin expansion.

In closing, I think we have a great portfolio. There's a lot of technology that we can apply to have better products and solutions that meet the needs
of our customers. We're going to grow from moving from products to solutions with that application expertise.

We're going to expand the portfolio globally. We're going to ensure that we have a market-backed look to how we drive growth and drive sales
excellence to ensure we execute. Lastly, we've got a lot of opportunity to expand our margins and improve the customer experience. The best part
of my presentation now, is that I get to announce we have a break. Thank you.
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Karl Frykman - Pentair plc. - President of Water Quality Systems

OK, so while you're getting settled in, I'm Karl Frykman. I'm President of the Water Quality Systems GBU. Little history behind that, Randy alluded
to earlier, aquatic systems is one of the best performing platforms in Pentair. That was my legacy platform until about a year ago.

And Randy decided that the water purification and food service platforms would be well suited to our business, because we have a history of PIMS
execution, Lean execution and we have a go-to-market in our aquatics platform that was demonstrating leverage and strength in our dealer
platforms and that would be well suited to the two step distribution in these new platforms.

So, a little more than a year later, I can tell you that we have validated our ability to leverage those strengths from the legacy, and I'm going to talk
about some of that today, and underpin all that with some PIMS excellence to help to generate operating leverage.

What you'll hear today is we have markets that are favorable, and we have compelling value propositions in both the Residential & Commercial,
and food service, and Food & Beverage. We have a growth culture that I alluded to and I'll talk about the innovative technology and the customer
intimacy that helps to fund that. And we're well-positioned to create operating leverage from that base of PIMS excellence, and our expertise in
executing on Lean principles.

Our Water Quality Systems segment is $1.4 billion at 20% operating margins. You'll see that almost 60% of that business, $825 million, is in the
aquatics and environmental systems platforms with the remainder in water filtration. We're about 83% in Residential & Commercial and most of
that is in Residential. And we're 71% in North America.

In the aquatic environmental systems platforms, we have a history of 8% compound annual growth in the last five years. We're committed to at
least 4% to 5% growth and have the ability to achieve that over the next five years.

As I said, we're about 90% Residential in these platforms. And our value proposition is really about making our customers more profitable themselves,
with better value propositions to their end users.

I'm going to talk about a couple of the growth priorities and opportunities that we've had. This one in particular is a legacy opportunity that we
are still using to fund our growth. It's an important one, several of you have heard about this before.

It's called Eco Select, and it is a name that we use to describe a portion of our product portfolio in aquatic systems, which is known as pool, that is
environmentally sustainable and energy efficient. And we've build a lot of value propositions around that.

Center to that whole Eco Select product group is the variable speed pump platform. Some of you know the name IntelliFlo. It's a product that we
introduced about 9 or 10 years ago that was revolutionary in the pool business.

It saves up to 80% on energy use. Costs quite a bit more than the old technology, but has a payback to the homeowner from the conventional
product of about 12 to 18 months. So we had a really compelling value proposition that we needed to get in front of the consumer.

We've been very successful with it. What I've done here is put a chart up to demonstrate what the further potential is. You see the right-hand bar
chart there. That is the $330 plus million in potential global demand, if we were to convert just 3% of the existing install base of conventional pool
pumps in the marketplace, and then capture 15% of the regular breakage and replacement demand that comes through on an every seven-year
basis.

The line you see in the middle there is about $125 million. That's our annual sales on this variable speed platform. So you can see the amount of
headroom that we've still got to grow in this platform. We're at less than 10% of install base globally.

One of our big efforts now is, as we've been successful with our dealer base to some extent in getting them to present the value proposition to the
homeowner, our next frontier is to actually get in front of the consumer with that message.
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And to that end we're using some of the rapid growth tools that Randy alluded to in the PIMS toolkit to prove out various ways we can do that
through digital marketing campaigns and even some traditional media.

One of the great things that the variable speed IntelliFlo platform does for us is it allows us to expand our technology leadership in complementary
products around that platform. And you see a list of those there, LED lighting - we're the world leader in lighting in the pool space- high efficiency
heaters, robotic cleaners, automation. So we expect at least $100 million in growth in this platform over the next five years.

Another exciting portion of our legacy GBU is aquaculture. We started this business about four or five years ago, pretty much from scratch. A lot
of complementary technology to our pool platform. We decided we could present a great value proposition to an industry that we felt and still
feel is about to take off.

I want to explain the chart on the left-hand side. You see at the top line there is called fish demand? Seafood demand is expected to almost double
in the next 15 years around the world. That's partly because the growing middle class is going to demand more protein sources. Seafood is an
efficient way to get protein to the masses.

And so contrast that growing demand with the traditional sources of seafood in the world. At the bottom, you've got wild capture, which is declining
every year. You've got net pens, think Atlantic salmon, farm-raised salmon, those are raised primarily in net pens in the ocean. And then you've got
pond production.

The three of those traditional sources are not going to be able to keep up with that seafood demand. The technology that's going to plug that gap
is called recirculating aquaculture systems. Think about fish being raised from a nursery hatchery stage all the way through to the end of their life
in secluded pools of water that are conditioned, filtered, pumped, all the way through the maturity of the fish.

We have a lot of expertise in that. We've got a staff of 20 biologists who understand fish farming and the environment that can be successful to do
that. As you can see at the bottom there, we're right at the beginning stages of the point of inflection where RAS is going to take off and fill that
supply gap.

We're going to capitalize on our technology leadership in that space. And we're going to extend our capabilities into large scale engineered systems.
What's happening is some of the net pen producers that grow salmon are increasingly growing out their fish to a larger, more mature stage on
land before they bring them out in the ocean to finish the production. That plays beautifully into our sweet spot.

Another extension of that expertise will be into aquaponics. Aquaponics is a form of RAS fish farming where you also integrate the growing of the
green products, basil and so on, in a closed looped system. And we've had early success with that in St. Paul, a demonstration site.

And we're getting a lot of interest in urban areas, putting that type of system in to satisfy the demand of the local food movement, which is growing
and right in step with the organics. So we expect $80 million of growth out of this platform.

Other major segment is water filtration. As I said before, we've been able to validate some of our hypotheses early on about our ability to apply
the principles from our legacy platforms. These businesses have been growing at a compound annual growth rate of about 3%. We're committed
to getting that up to 4% to 5% by applying some of our expertise.

And really this whole value proposition is around quality of drinking water, as applied to residential and food service spaces. Our first priority is
around taking advantage of growing concerns around drinking water quality globally.

This is not just an emerging market problem, although it's certainly more of a challenge there. More and more people are interested in what's going
into their water, even domestically here. Pharmaceuticals, things like that are becoming headline issues.

We've got two categories here of growth and focus. One is around food service, where we have some macro trends that are favoring this business
in the growing middle class, who's going to demand more quick serve, food service business.
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For example in Asia, there's seven and a half million food service outlets, and they're growing at a rate of about 7% to 10% per year. We expect to
be able to ride that wave, partly based on our legacy strength with some of the major international chains.

For example, we're in every Starbucks coffee shop in the world. As you can imagine, pure, safe water is a critical component to their business. We're
going to build on that success with global chance to capitalize on their growth, as we get into these markets and the regional chains that will start
to emerge to fill the next gap in that demand will also demand good sources of drinking water to go into their production.

On the residential side, more and more customers, consumers around the world, even here in the U.S. are turning to bottled water in a big way. I
put a chart here on the right hand side that just kind of give you an idea of the magnitude of the opportunity.

About 300 million people globally are using bottled water. Partly a matter of convenience, but also certainly a matter of taste and concern over
the quality of that water. On the left-hand side, we show 60 million global households that have used a point-of-use water system to treat their
water. Think under the sink or above the sink, in the home, or in the workplace.

The opportunity here is to take the gap between those two, the 300 million and 60 million, and close that gap with our own residential point-of-use
water systems. Just 1% of that potential gap would translate to about $240 million in opportunity for us. Drinking water from point of use residential
systems is more economical, it's more reliable, and it also is more environmentally sustainable.

Talk about sales excellence. I mentioned at the outset here, we believe we're proof of concept in one of our legacy platforms in our aquatics platform
on how we go to market. Our success there is built around focusing our sales resource on the dealer, in that case, the pool builder.

We work 95% of our business through distribution, but all of our focus is on the dealer and generating pull through demand. We're applying those
same principles to the water filtration platforms.

We're committed to deploying 50 additional sales resources over the next five years, focused strictly on the dealer to pull through that demand to
be able to get our value proposition of our products in front of the decision makers.

We're also segmenting our channel partners to support our most successful customers and also applying what I mentioned earlier about getting
in front of the consumer with the message. In this space, if you Google water purity, water purification, nobody owns that message on the Internet
now. So we view that as a great opportunity to credit, try to capture the interest and the engagement of the consumer and drive them to solutions
that we can provide to our dealer base.

Our innovation's built around primarily five different things. Customer intimacy, that gets back to that being in front of the dealer. You have to
know your dealer and your customer base in order to inform your new product decisions and where you focus your energy. You have to tailor your
designs to the global regions. You can't expect that one product in the U.S. is going to play every the same in the world.

We invest a lot in basic research. We carve out a portion of our investment in R&D just to investigate technologies that we feel might have an impact
on our new product development. And we've had some exciting things come out of that.

We have selective acquisitions and partnerships. One of the advantages of being the leader is that when there is new technology out there that
can be brought to bear on your platforms, those partners come to you to help fund their ability to grow. So it's a great partnership. And then, all
of our most successful products are built around an energy proposition and environmental sustainability. All of that drives innovative customer
solutions.

Touching on a couple of things that Phil mentioned earlier, the high efficiency RO and this spiral flow design, the 50% reduction in the waste water
that is associated with RO is very compelling value proposition.

We are right now in the process of doing a rapid growth experiment in the Phoenix market, where, as you can imagine with the drought situation
in the west, concerns about waste water are utmost in people's mind.
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And we're going with a consumer message, media advertising, connecting the demand that we create from that to our dealer base to prove out
the model of how we generate demand through our value proposition.

Proprietary UV technology. What Phil didn't mention is that this product that you see in the middle there is actually designed for fast growth
emerging markets. So, it's actually a low cost solution with proprietary technology in it.

So, by combining those two things, we can actually provide product at a decent margin in an emerging market, and also not have it copied by 25
different manufacturers in the next two months. Phil did mention how we can also ensure the efficacy of the product through the sensing features
there to prevent counterfeits.

All of this we take and we bundle into industrial designs that are appealing to consumers, and that appeal also varies around the world. We have
to tailor those solutions to the regions and the specific interests of each region in the world.

Just a summary of these growth priorities. Global Eco Select, $100 million in sales. Recirculating aquaculture, $80 million, as we start to hit that
inflection point of the supply demand gap. Global drinking water purification, great momentum around the interest in the safety of the water that
people are consuming globally. $50 million in estimated growth.

And then fast growth regions really applies to all of these initiatives, but I've chosen to focus here on food service, because of that seven to 10%
growth in outlets around the world in food service. $50 million in estimated growth. So over $300 million in total that we feel we have a right to
own and an ability to win.

Our outlook is for 4% to 5% CGR going forward on the heels of 8% historically. I've mentioned we've got healthy market forces. The residential
markets are helping to give a tailwind to our aquatics space. And in water filtration, we're positioned to take advantage of these water quality
concerns.

We're committed to Penn's execution and you see we're committed to getting 50 basis points incremental operating leverage every year over the
foreseeable future. So, once again, favorable market conditions, compelling value propositions. We have a growth culture that we are bringing to
bare on all of our platforms. And we're well positioned to turn that in operating leverage. Thank you.

Alok?

Alok Maskara - Pentair plc. - President of Technical Solutions

Thank you, Karl. I'm Alok Maskara, the leader of the Technical Solutions segment. I've been with the company about 11 years and in a presidential
role at Pentair for the past 7. Prior to this, I was running the water purification platform and some other things Karl talked about, familiar with that.

Randy just talked earlier on what are Technical Solutions' key priorities. To just kind of give you a recap of that, you know we believe that we
continue to be well-positioned to drive growth and high profitability.

And finally I am going to touch on a few of those growth opportunities. Specifically, we are going to talk about three things, sales excellence, how
we are driving that, how we can greater share, share of wallet from our customers, and then, finally, how we are developing smart products.

And then, finally, we'll touch on ERICO integration and talk about how we will deliver the value proposition of ERICO. At the end of the presentation,
if there's one takeaway I want you all to take, that would be the best days of Technical Solutions are ahead of us.

So, as we go through this, let's talk about Technical Solutions. Today we are a $2.2 billion segment, roughly 22% in margins, and we are broken up
into three strategic business groups that we'll talk about.
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Enclosures, some of you are already familiar with that. Randy talked about how quite a few of the PIMS discipline started with that, and we are
proud to make sure that even the next generation of PIMS discipline, such as growth, come from there.

Then we talk about Thermal Management. You know that's a business unit that came through the Tyco flow acquisition. As everybody's focused
on valve and control, I'd be happy to share some of the success stories from Thermal as well.

And then finally, our new SPG, you know what we call Engineer Fastening Solutions, what was known as ERICO. If you look at our portfolio, there
are few things that are common across the whole thing. First of all, in every application, every market that we play in, we are either number one
or number two. In almost all of the cases, we are number one and in a few select cases, we may be number two globally.

Second thing, in our multiple product lines, multiple platforms, as you look at it, we will notice like our product is only about 2% of the total spend
for that. So if it's a large control panel, our product would only be 2%, enclosures, only 2%. If it's a large petrochemical plant or a large chemical
plant, heat trace will only be 2% of that.

And if they're doing a large stadium construction or large office building, the Engineer Fastening Solutions products will be only 2%. Yet, at the
same time, they are mission critical when they provide the necessary protection required. Hence, we have customers who are less price sensitive.
This is very much a value-based selling and that sort of justifies where you see how are margins are where they are.

Of course, our growth opportunities, on both the pie charts, clearly demonstrate where the growth opportunities are. Significant room to grow
internationally. When three quarters, or 64%, of our revenue is from North America, clearly lot of constructions, lot of industrial automations
happening outside that.

And from a vertical perspective, while we are more balanced now with the ERICO integration, you know clearly a lot more opportunities for us to
continue to expand into each of those verticals, especially on the Commercial side.

Now, let's take each of those business groups one at a time. Enclosures, if you think from enclosures, which obviously has a very broad portfolio.
And being the leader of enclosure, by the way, it is very hard to stand here and see poor quality welding solution here. So just so you know, we
will not be making products like this. It's been a torture to sit there for about an hour and a half and get a look at this kind of work.

We make great products, but metal products are just a small portion of that. If you think of what drives growth for enclosures, it's the Internet of
Things. You read about IoT. I mean, you look at all the different conferences. That's what the growth driver is.

Every new machine now has a control box that it may have just a manual drive in the past. And if you look the new cable modem termination
systems, they need gigabyte back planes which only us, like as a company, can manufacture and sell to other folks. So Internet of Things is the key
trend driver behind our enclosure platform.

Some applications that we find very interesting. So if you're setting up a large brewery like what Beth was talking about, and you have to meet all
of the beer regulations, you need to wash down your entire assembly line every so often to make sure you don't have germs and you make sure
there's cleanliness.

As you wash down, you have some sensitive electrical portions, high voltage electrical things. Our enclosures protect that and meet all the regulations
required. And you can't afford to have a single pin-hole leak in your weldings or in the things to make that together. So that's an example of what
our product does.

On the other hand, if you're in China, and you're going through the high-speed rail and you're watching this screen in front of you with some fancy
movies up there, the thing that makes it work is, there's a circuit board somewhere that needs to be protected. And it cannot get loose because of
vibration at such a high speed. We provide that solution. It's high speed railways in China and the circuit board protection. And that's what enclosure
does for us.
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If you think from a multiple application perspective, there is still a lot of opportunities, where we call beyond the box. So, on the left-hand side of
this page is a modular enclosure. The reason I chose a modular enclosure is, it's about a billion dollar market, but our share is less than 4% compared
to the overall enclosure category, where our share is much higher. So just the modular enclosure itself is a big growth opportunity for us.

But, beyond that, every product in there, so if you think of the bus bar, the flexible bars, the thermal boxes, the careway, all of those products come
from ERICO. So that's where I'm going to demonstrate to you how we're going to be able to take our current enclosure channels, our equipment
protection Hoffman network, our sales rep, and to be able to include the products that have recently joined our family to ERICO and get growth.

We have less than 5% share in the accessories business, if you defined that overall just as accessories. And there is a huge opportunity for us to
take it to at least up to 10%, probably more. And this is the main reason when we looked forward, did this whole deal together, we looked at how
we could put this together as one team, one sales team, one common value proposition.

And, of course, you're putting the infrastructure behind it. Common websites, common training tools, and to be able to drive this growth. And so
this is one of our big growth initiatives. Example here from enclosure but clearly applies towards the other business groups as well.

But let's talk about thermal. Two, two and a half years we were in Houston, a few of us were there. And I talked about how thermal's best days are
ahead of thermal. We had just started thermal. Today, while everybody's focused on Valves & Controls, this - what has seen a significant expansion
in operating income, both from a growth margin perspective, reduction in G&A perspective, and we are delivering all the results that PIMS supposed
to deliver and is delivering here.

Even in a down energy market, we are sitting at a record backlog and we are going to have a growth year, which is something that's unique in the
industry. If you look at the size today, it's about $700 million. Our historical growth rate is 4%.

Being realistic about our future growth rate, we know that with energy slow down the growth may be a little bit less, but we continue working on
large projects. We continue working on other opportunities that we are chasing to make sure that we still deliver growth on this business on a
positive basis and are quite confident of that.

If you look at our - some of the applications here, one of the ones I like to talk about is if you have a chemical plant that has a sulfur pipeline - and
sulfur is a nasty chemical - and the pipeline that transports sulfur has to be maintained at about 160 degrees Centigrade. If it's 10 degrees above
or 20 degrees below, the pipeline will freeze or melt because sulfur either freezes or becomes water tight.

To have such a delicate process and to be able to control that, that's our specialty. That's what we will do, we'll provide a soup-to-nuts solution for
that pipeline, use fiber optic cables to be able to measure the temperature sensitively, and provide a turnkey solution to customers, which includes
Who's Who of the world, whether that's SUNOCO, or Shell, or Exxon Mobil. Anybody who wants to do a sulfur pipeline, they call us first, one example.

Second, for those of you who don't like the Newark airport, which I'm sure there are a few who don't like Newark airport, one thing you didn't like
was two years ago when we had a big snow storm, the people move is to always shut down, because it couldn't cope with the snow.

But now, the people (inaudible) will not shut down because each of those airway lines are heat traced by our solution. And that's another example
of our product and how we're in niche application we go after. So those, again, are two examples.

On the bottom left-hand side of this page, you see this little yellow thing, which we call an M-seal. That's an interesting product and I show that
one, because once we ran out of that product - we typically have 95% - and that created more noise in our channel and customer base.

What the product does is, if you are in a factory and you have a large electric heat trace line, at the end of the line this product lights up. It's a lighted
M-seal. So somebody walking by knows the product is working, because you want to know this product's working.

Clearly that's the old way. In the new way, similar to what Phil was talking about earlier, we have a lot of smart products. Truly, across our portfolio
we have about a $100 million worth of product, what we call smart products.
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Because now if you want to know the electric heat based line is working, you're not going to send somebody in freezing cold in Alberta to try to
look at that red light. You want to do it in a planned control room, sitting in the control room and something that integrates with the factory
automation system, something that integrates with the remote monitoring, something that can even adjust the temperature, if that's what's
required.

And we are in the process of taking that $100 million of revenue and doubling the size of that. By looking at all of our products and putting the
capabilities in that, one on the industrial side to make sure it meets all the open network criteria. So it doesn't matter to us whether it's using one
solution versus the other. Our products that are compatible and capable across that.

And then on the commercial side, as we look at buildings, BIM systems, building automation systems, all of those things, we have thermostats and
control systems that go in there. We have the entire portfolio of products. And in enclosure, that we talked about earlier, one of the biggest
challenges is you want to maintain temperature.

And our air conditioning solutions, or our thermal management solutions, are all connected and can give you the capability to automatically
monitor it, automatically change it, and/or make manual intervention as needed. So again another big growth opportunity for us, another $100
million worth of new things that we can do around here.

As we look at thermal, the biggest growth value of thermal comes from the basic industry trend, which I forgot to mention earlier. Because anybody
who wants to do heat tracing, they have a choice between steam tracing and electric tracing.

We, right now, do both, but I'm more focused on the electric tracing side. And steam tracing is a declining portion, because water is getting more
scarce and we have less controls and electric is growing. That, itself, along with the smart solution, will continue to give us the tailwind we need
to continue growing this part, despite some of the challenges we have based on energy and oil pricing.

A new addition to our portfolio, previously known as ERICO, now known as Engineered Fastening Solution. One of the trends that is going to
continue driving this year is, as we go to building construction, a lot of the legacy construction was driven by wood studs. So wood studs, wood
panels and those are not something that create high margin for fastening solutions.

New construction, like even this one, they all have metal beams and metal studs and the carry line of products in here is the one that goes after
and creates the spring clip fasteners, every LED light that's hanging. They create that solution. They can provide that solution, and that's going to
continue driving growth here.

From the overall size, you can see its $550 million. It's been growing at about 3%. We think we have an opportunity to kind of maintain/add on to
that growth, especially as we look at putting more products together, services together through the same channels. And you can see this is one
that's more focused on the commercial side and balances the rest of the portfolio out for us.

Some examples on this, sticking to my railway example, which I gave both in enclosures and in the thermal, ERICO actually stands for Electric
Railway Improvement Company. That was the old name for it, right?

So, if you have any high-speed rail anywhere in the world, and you need to connect the railway lines together - and for those that don't know it,
there's an expansion joint, but you still need to connect them beyond the expansion joint - you can't use the standard bolts to do that, because
the bolts come loose.

So, you use the Cadweld Solution, which is a caddy product solution, to connect those lines. So kind of an example of you know from a railway side
what ERICO products does for us. Second is if you are setting up a new data center, as everything's moving to the Cloud and you are setting up a
data center, and you want to make sure that you have low EMF, so electric magnetic force, just either for word snooping, either for making sure
data integrity is there, or higher reliability you need a very well-grounded data center.
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So, you need a very high level of grounding. You need to be able to make sure that that current always go through, and that's a huge solution that
ERICO provides. That's a big segment for us from data con, to provide grounding for data centers.

So, to give you two examples of some of the many things that this does. As we look at ERICO, let me give you a quick update on integration. As we
talked about the deal, we talked about the two big benefits and you can see the first one which is structural advantage, and as Randy mentioned
that's essentially our you know highly structured, the tax rate.

Second, is just on cost energies. We know we can drive lean, we can drive PIMS. This is an opportunity to consolidate offices, get the back room
consolidated and you can see we are green on that so we'll be for reporting the deal for pro forma.

What we didn't talk about earlier was some of the growth synergies, so I want to just give you a quick update on that as well. We are looking at
about $25 million of growth synergies in 2018 as you pull this together.

You've seen some of the examples of this already. To drive this growth synergies, the key thing we have to do is drive sales excellence. Now Karl
talked about it, Beth talked about it, John touched on it. This is real for us now.

As we look at sales excellence, to us it PIMS taking you to the next level. Let's apply the same amount of rigor that we applied to PIMS factory into
our sales processes. That's an easy way to look at sales excellence.

It will always start with the customer, so at the top left-hand side of the page you'll see we start with the customer. We can do a much better job
of trying to get end user insight. These are not distributor insight or channel partner insight, they are truly end user insight.

As you work through the process, at the end, we're going to come back with a higher win rate, we're going to come back and get -- make our
(inaudible) to be faster. As I make (inaudible) faster, I also freed up sales people time as you can see on the right-hand side of the page.

I can increase my active selling time, which is roughly about 30% or so. Pretty good but not so great. To make it to 40%, we do have some direct
immediate benefits we get by working with the PIMS (inaudible) and driving sales excellence across the enterprise.

As we drive sales excellence, one of the big things I talked about was end user focus. That's something that's becoming extremely critical. Because
in the old days you had distributors who had the end user focus and they provided multiple things.

One of the things that distributors provided was information. Now in today's digital world, that is our role, it's no longer a distributor road. It's our
road to provide that information and to do that we have to focus down and look at what the end users are, who they are, what do they want?

So as technical solution, we focus on these seven groups of end users and we have simplified a brand portfolio, a go-to-market strategy, our team
structure organization to focus on these seven. Just an example, thermal three years ago had about seven to nine brand names. Probably more
that we didn't know or didn't count.

Today, they are two. So we've (inaudible) all the other brands into these two mega brands and focused one on the industrial side, and one on the
commercial side. Similarly if you look at (inaudible) enclosures, we had two commercial groups.

One very much focused on, which we call control panel manufacturers. They're the ones that make the control panels, and for each of them there
is a difference success factor. So this is the way we look at driving end user focus. These are kind of how we go to market today.

We believe this is (inaudible) and will pay off more. One of the benefits of going into an end user model and getting better understanding, this
allows you to go from products to solutions. Because solutions have to be tailored toward your end users.
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So if we take this chart, which is a little complicated, don't expect you to read all of that, now if you go from the top left-hand side, if you look at
our enclosure customers, as we went back and understood their behaviors and what their looking for, their biggest issue was we could not get
them modified enclosures fast enough.

Now what we have done is set up service centers, 15 of those in the U.S. right now. We're going to expand the market globally. Where if somebody
wants their enclosure that's modified because most of the enclosures now need a human machine (inaudible) they are pulling digital control
panels, touch screen, a lot more modifications needed.

We can do it at or close to the customer location and cut down the delivery time and create a unique value proposition that others cannot. On the
other side, if you go to thermal building solution, as you look at high rise buildings, such as in Chicago when they have issues with icicles, you know
none of the building architects can deal with that kind of a challenge.

Or if you have parking lots where their trying to provide freeze protection. They are coming to us and saying, hey could you provide that service?
Now we should do that on the industrial side anyway. So now they expanded and created thermal building services group that would provide the
design, the procurement.

And to be able to give you the Q&A when they do the installation (inaudible). Then we have a single circuit enclosure protection, which as the
electronics get small we are adapting our enclosure business to make sure that you know we provide solutions for small as well as large one.

And on the bottom left-hand side of the page is the example to build up on the sulfa example we gave earlier. So if you have a sulfa pipeline, you
don't want to know how it's going to behave after the construction or after the installation is done. You actually want to know about how it's going
to behave before it's done.

We have now, the world class modeling capability where we can virtually through software and (inaudible) demonstrate to a customer how the
sulfa pipeline would do under different circumstances, different ambient temperature, different process temperatures,

And showed them the entire thing simulated way before they construct that pipeline. Our record is every time we have given this demo to the
customer and (inaudible) we have never lost a job.

Because it's just about we've proved to them even before the (inaudible) by modeling that this is how it's going to be solved. That's been huge for
us. So if you pull it all together, just as a summary of all our priorities, I did not talk a lot about international expansion, but that's something we
have to do.

It's pretty straight forward, it's about coverage. Some of these priorities kind of overlap with international. But these are essentially the summary
of our key priorities. You can see it comes back and talks about we have about $400 million worth of opportunities over the next five years to drive
this growth.

If you put it altogether from a financial perspective, no surprises here. If you look at a five-year historic growth rate, we have grown at about five,
I'm sorry, about 2% roughly and, again, that's with different cycles and we've had industrial ups and downs.

We've had financial ups and downs. That just kind (inaudible). Going forward, yes we are being a little bit more conservative especially given what's
happened recently in Oil and Industrial, so we're looking at a (inaudible) percent five-year (inaudible).

On operating income side, we have historically come up with about a 40% to 50% (inaudible) increase every year. It's going to be a little bit more
because the (inaudible) where we mix upwards but essentially we're looking to continue a similar trend from an organic basis.

As you look at operating income expansion, for us it's about lean with dry standardization. That's going to continue in our factories, in our operating
expenses, in our GNA. As you talk about growth, it's the same four teams.
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We have to drive sales excellence, we have to continue looking at end users and putting customer first. We have to keep finding more and more
of these fast growth applications. We have to be application focused company. Then finally new products. New smart products. New modular
products.

So I hope that's -- all of that we're able to convince you that the best days of Technical Solution are ahead of us. We are in a position to drive both
growth and profitability. We will drive differentiated growth and, of course, we will deliver (inaudible) proposition.

With that, I'll introduce John Stauch, back to the stage.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Thanks Alok. So I do know that everyone here has already looked ahead to my section and probably read it. I'm also sure that the sell side have
already written their notes and are prepared to send them out.

So, I'll make you a deal, I promise to go through my section really fast if you promise to ask questions beyond Valves & Controls. If not, I'm going
to go through the longest filibuster of 13 slides you've ever heard in your life. Do we have a deal? OK. What does this all mean?

I think hopefully you see that we're trying to aggregate the opportunities into investable growth solutions that we can measure, track and most
importantly resource. We do continue to believe that we have to and will reduce complexity. Mainly to serve our customers better but also to make
sure that we're driving share and value creation as well.

We want you to take away from this that we have a compelling base business proposition to deliver a lot of share and value. Plus we believe that
we're going to generate a lot of cash and capital allocation opportunity and we can do that in an advantage structure against a lot of great businesses.

Here's just a quick snapshot, I'm sure this is going to change a little bit over time, but if you look at those 10 business groups, I just put a green ball
on the ones that we think have the highest growth prospects and the ones that Randy and I are going to bet on a little bit more.

That betting on means that we want to make sure that all of these are properly resourced, have the R&D in the selling and marketing capability we
need and that we're demonstrating the performance and we're doing route cause countermeasure in a lean terminology when we're not getting
the results that we think.

Therefore making sure that we reset and put those projects back on track. This is a list, Randy showed you the same list. He had a dollar value in it
but we think that this actually helps to create the growth rates that we have listed here by the four segments.

The one point that I want to reiterate that Randy said, we're not counting a lot of market (inaudible). I do think some of the markets are going to
accelerate from here and some of the markets might slow down a little bit from here. We're currently experiencing really nice Residential &
Commercial tailwinds.

We do except in the near term that those continue and right now we do have some Energy in Industrial headwinds which we do think will be
self-correcting at some point over the cycle. We talked about Pentair sales excellence and you heard from everyone the importance of this new
PIMS initiative that we've been working on actually two to three years.

The most important piece that I look in this eight step process and that Randy and I are focused on is the opportunity segment. One of the biggest
challenge that industrial companies have is your sales force and you're efforts are usually where they've been, not where they necessarily need to
be.

What this tool allows us to do is to do is check in on those operating segments or opportunity segments and make sure that we're putting out sales
people and our best growth resources to where the opportunity is going to be.
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It's important that you're always checking in on that and then you're also driving that optimization of the sales force and making sure that you're
retooling that sales force to what the needs are as you look forward.

Of course, you only get performance if you measure it and we do believe that we're going to have to measure the sales excellence capabilities
primarily around the growth opportunities and how are we doing against the growth opportunities that we're tracking against.

How are we doing against talent, and then the optimization of that talent, making sure that our sales person on those metrics are at least at industry
levels if not world class. Then finally the most important growth metric is how does our customer feel about our particular applications and how
they feel about that experience.

Something that we do think we're pretty good at is operations and sourcing priorities, hopefully we've demonstrated that to you over the time
that you've either invested with us or followed us. We don't think that we're done with our opportunities to expand the margins. Every time that
we get more cost out, and this is evidence of many high performing companies, you just see more.

It's almost like the higher you climb on the mountain you just have better visibility. That's ultimately what we think we continue to drive and so
continuous improvement is the heart of everything we do, which is lean.

We do believe when we make progress and the business made progress you'd be seeing from Karl's business and Alok's business that there's not
capita margins that we expect from our businesses.

We did set some goals and we talk about these fairly publicly because it holds us accountable to having to achieve them. Most of these goals right
now fit in to my teams' efforts and we set out with a journey to significantly standardize the efforts of flow control but also the legacy acquisitions
that we have made in the Pentair side.

As you can see today, where we are in each of these elements and where we expect to be after the next five years. Also primarily around the GNA
opportunities, ERPs as I like to say are little fiefdoms. They're an ability for individuals to have their own tracking mechanisms, their own budgets
and be able to optimize what they think is important.

Having standard ERPs apply as global enterprises allow you to not only simplify the customer experience but you're also automating those processes
to make sure that you can continue to have them optimize your processes.

Then as a management team you have clear, concise visibility over what you want to measure and you have the ability to affect it in a quicker way.
So that's why it's important. It's also important to reduce them because you also reduce all the efforts around them, accounting centers, payroll
centers, data centers, et cetera.

So, lots of opportunities for further cost out, not just to save money which I think this will save oodles of money but also help drive a better customer
experience. You've seen our long-term value proposition. We do think we can grow 2% to 4% core sales on the base business. We do think that
we can grow segment income 8% to 10% over this horizon.

We do think we can put in double digit adjusted net income which drives double digit cash flow. Here's just on one page, the goals that you saw
today, so nothing new. Hopefully these all tie, if not I made the mistake and I'm sorry. I was probably spending time at Valves & Controls, that's my
disclaimer.

All of the numbers should tie as far as what we expect on revenue, growth, segment income, and the ROS expansion and then the bottom right
you can see our long-term expectations. I want to take a minute and talk about something we don't publicize a lot obviously because we don't
want any of the political backlash that could come with it.
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I want to explain to you why we believe that our advantage structure is very important. So when we did the Flow Control merger, we required and
we -- 52.5% going to the (inaudible) share earner, 47.5% to the Pentair share earner and that time took us to Switzerland and subsequently we're
now in Ireland and U.K. tax domicile.

Obviously we have a lower expected tax rate opportunity that we get from that, both from being able to charge debt to our U.S. operations but
also permanent tax structures of making sure our principle locations are low tax jurisdictions and then allocating those costs out to the higher cost
jurisdictions.

What is unique about the structure of being on domicile in the U.K. is that our effective tax rate that you see as far as an accounting basis is actually
a real cash tax basis. That's not the same with other large industrial companies you see.

Because although they have a lower reported effective tax rate, if they want to repatriate the cash or get access to the cash, other than to buy
acquisitions in those local jurisdictions they're therefore going to be taxed on the access of that cash.

So a very important differentiator that we see on our business model. Something that we believe, obviously we're using it in the (inaudible) deal
to drive substantially quick returns on that acquisition, but something we believe can be a differentiator as we go forward.

We need to continue to drive free cash flow. We said on the last earnings call that we do think that we built up a little working capital at the
beginning of this year that we may or may not be able to get to by the end of the year.

That is working capital as Randy said that's certainly an opportunity to get after, and we will get after it and start to deliver that cash flow next year.
So I think our targeted view here is we would expect to deliver at least 100% of our adjusted net income. I think we might be slightly below that
this year, but we would expect to be slightly above that next year.

Then over time, be equal to that adjusted net income. Please understand that the numbers on the upper right are illustrative and not designed to
be specific but we're expecting to deliver $5 billion of capital opportunity over this five-year horizon which doesn't even include the leveraging of
whatever acquisitions we buy.

So, let's assume somewhere between $5 and $6 billion of opportunity deployed back in to our businesses again with the advantage structure that
I just took you through. The first course of action though is to deliver on the core and make sure that the base performance is there. Then utilize
this incremental cash flow and put that cash flow to work.

So, in summary, we do think that even in this economic environment we do think we have great growth prospects. Hopefully saw a little bit of that
today and I'm sure that you're going to reach out and track us to those as you usually do. Then we have significant opportunities still to improve
our global footprint and certainly standardize within the GNA aspects of our business.

Also applying lean outside of the factory in to our value stream mapping and optimizing our go to market processes. Then we believe that we can
drive a 9% to 11% net income goal of this horizon and put the cash to work for future benefits. With that, I want to open up to questions and
answers. Remember, you promised.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc. - Chairman, CEO

Thanks John. I'd like all the presenters to grab a chair and come on up so it's not just the John and Randy show. You've seen that introduction to
the leadership team at Pentair. You've seen that we believe we have good businesses, good core growth prospects.
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We know how to drive margins and we will. We're going to use our cash flow judiciously to create value. So, we'll just get everybody up here. That's
probably enough chairs. OK. We'll get -- all right we've got microphones in the isles. All right. I saw it.

Steve Winoker - Bernstein - Analyst

Thanks Randy, John. It's Steve Winoker from Bernstein. So just first question on, I guess I'll make that my second question John on Valves & Controls.
Can we just talk about the overall capital deployment record, Randy, as you look at it now that you've owned that business for some time.

And separate out the end market weakness and you look at the business structure and you'd like to talk about the pricing power and all of those
things in competition that exist in that business as you now veer it over to (inaudible), maybe give us a picture for how you'd rate Pentair at this
point on the capital deployment rack record?

Especially as we're looking at the next $5 billion that John just put up that's going to be spent over the next several years.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc. - Chairman, CEO

Well, I mean, you make your own judgements, you all do. But my judgement is we executed very well against the world -- in the world we saw,
against the assets we bought. The assets we bought -- so we're at a (inaudible) right now in Valves & Controls.

We managed through -- we are managing through the energy discontinuity in thermal pretty well which is why you don't ask a lot of questions
about it. In Valves & Controls we're at a (inaudible) but this is a moment in time.

John showed you the fact that that business, if we hadn't done everything we did, it wouldn't make any money today. In fact, based on everything
we did, it's as profitable as it was when we bought it.

If you look at what we did over the three years earlier and how much we raised margins, we're actually more convinced in the prospects of the
business and getting and validating the fact that we can get to 18% and the chart he showed actually doesn't get back to $2.4 billion but it did get
back to 17%, which was our goal.

So we choose well, we didn't predict what would happen with oil, so we screwed that up, sorry, but in terms of the company we are stronger today.
We are more capable today. We have a stronger balance sheet. We have an advantage structure, and we have good businesses to invest in. So I'd
say we did pretty well on that. And we've done well on other ones too.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

And, Steve, I went back and took a look after it was brought up in one of the calls, but (inaudible) 14, which is two years after we acquired it we
had achieved over 10% RIC, which usually is our three-year goal.

Now obviously we took a step back this year and we're expecting somewhere around 8.5% at the year three mark and we usually target 15% over
5. Because the one thing we need to understand is we also get that tax benefit on the rest of Pentair, right? We saw that benefit on (inaudible).

We still fundamentally believe this was the absolutely right thing to do. We'll get this business up and running 1000 (inaudible) and I'm very
optimistic about the value creation from it.

Steve Winoker - Bernstein - Analyst

Just to follow-up to that, so do you see yourselves as consolidators or consolidatees in the Valves & Controls industry over the next five years?
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc. - Chairman, CEO

We believe we have a structure that allows us to be a consolidator in some way, shape or form, and the opportunities that present themselves will
determine in which direction we go.

Unidentified Participant

First of all, Alok, I hope you didn't take personally my comments about it being (inaudible) business, I'm an old hand at that. Has to do with aspirations
of the company, let me just pick on two things if I may.

You're at 35% working capital to sales, but you've been higher than that so even if there's some build in the second half this year, you're class will
be less than half of that. Why shouldn't you aspire to that?

The same thing goes with sale synergies, let's look at (inaudible), you're at about what I would consider maybe half expectations on the sales
synergy side, and probably you should be held accountable to.

So what is it that I'm missing that keeps those numbers lower than what I would call world class? Because I'm just, you're both nodding you're
heads so I know I'm on the right track.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc. - Chairman, CEO

Well, yes, we would like to think that we're a learning organization and we try to stay humble, and I have a history where I've pointed at the fences
a couple of times and didn't get there. So let's get to where we said we will, and then we'll see if we go farther. I certainly have ambitions to go
farther, but I'm not pointing at the fence now.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Cliff, to your point, the two highest margin business we have, they're both more than six times working capital -- the two highest margin performing
businesses we have are both six, you know greater than six times of working capital.. The two lower margin businesses that we're working on are
significantly below that.

Then it averages to the numbers you said. So, you know the margins as Randy said are usually indicative of how you're doing in working capital as
well and (inaudible) usually flushes that out.

Steve Winoker - Bernstein - Analyst

Yes, just to clarify on the working capital for this year, I think you said free cash flow will be a little bit below 100% conversion this year.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

He said there was a risk to getting to 100%. 100% would be $700, we said that we see about a $50 million risk at the end of the Q3 fiscal. We're
going to close the gaps, Steve, but that's the honest risk.
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Steve Winoker - Bernstein - Analyst

And then on pricing within technical products, are you seeing any competitive behavior there within closures given the metal content and how
should we look at that? How should we think about that for next year? Then one quick follow-up?

Alok Maskara - Pentair plc. - President of Technical Solutions

Yes, we do see some pressure. I think this is, as we look at 20% of your cost being materials, we do see some pressure there. I would tell you the
pricing pressure right now is easily offset by the material deflation we are getting so we may not be able to bank on 100% of material deflation
helping us increase our profits, but we are seeing greater material deflation than we have seen pricing pressure at this stage.

Steve Winoker - Bernstein - Analyst

OK. And then just lastly on Valves & Controls, any kind of road map to 17% or whatever it is, are you assuming no more pricing pressure after next
year? I mean what's the risk that this industry has a pretty significant hangover over time.

And I mean, that's you know a pretty significant hill to climb and expand by basis points as well. Just curious on your thoughts on that.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

So we're planning on another further 200 basis points of incremental (inaudible) in pricing next year, and then I think a real solution is in the project
selection that I laid out and making sure that we compete for the projects that we know we're going to win at the higher price points. Where we
usually see the pricing pressure is on projects that we probably shouldn't be quoting anyway or products that some of our competitors have a
better offering in.

And I think that selection should help you know mute the price decreases that we're looking for.

Unidentified Participant

Hey guys, how long does it take you guys to get to that 8% to 10% segment even growth ambition across your portfolio given the current portfolio
today. And then, the following question to that is how do you consider segments or pieces of the portfolio that under grow that number in the
future?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

I'll - you know we expect the businesses that are serving markets are growing, residential, commercial, Food & Beverage, I mean we do expect that
kind of growth - we're getting that kind of growth, we would expect it to continue on the operating income side.

Even Industrial we'll grow in earnings but we'll see at the end of fourth quarter whether Industrial, whether it's a full recession or whether it's just
an extended pause. And of course, we talked about Valves & Controls, we're expecting that we won't see a decline next year in margins and certainly
the period to get up to that level.

On the second part of your question...

Unidentified Participant

It's really around portfolio actions, if there are pieces of your portfolio that you...
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John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, I think the way I said it was we're just passionate in how we look at things and we're passionate about executing once we make decisions and
we'll remain that way. I mean if we, if something can contribute to growth that has to contribute in some other way.

It has to contribute in terms of talent development, it has to contribute in terms of riving high cash flows, you know we have some - not every
business has the perform exactly the same amount. They need to blend it because there'll be at different points, at different times, at different
cycles which is one of the benefits of having diversification as we talked about earlier.

So, but, we really do look at the prospects over a period of time and if we have businesses that really are healing over in terms of the ultimate
growth potential. So cyclicality doesn't scare us.

We want to make sure that the cycles are more predictable, certainly than we had in energy here but you know, frankly, the last time Energy had
this big of a down turn was 1982, that's a pretty long cycle.

There were little mini cycles in between but the - so cyclicality doesn't necessarily scare us but systemic decline over time would be a business we
wouldn't want to be in.

Unidentified Participant

Fair enough. Maybe one follow up question. John, you mentioned the aftermarket opportunity within balance and controls, how much of that
aftermarket opportunity is within your current installed base?

So, are you getting everything, the type of share that you expect to get out of your installed base or is there - is the opportunity really keep going
after distributors or third parties that are servicing or install bases today?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, the growth that we laid out would just be the products that we make that our products and winning on a like for like basis and just investing
a little more in the sales organization that goes and sell it.

We obviously believe there's an opportunity to displace some of our competitor's products too, but we didn't include that in the growth outlook
that we put forward.

Unidentified Participant

Yes, over here. A question for Phil.

In recent Pentair water technology presentations there was always a certain spotlight on large scale desalination systems and you all do have a
presence there with Codeline and with X Flow on the ultra-filtration for pretreatment.

But one of the things I'm seeing and I'm hearing today is a conscious pivot to put the spotlight on industrial water reuse and value from waste and
I just want to hear, if you could share with us - in Beth's presentation there was not - you could see desalination components but you didn't really
touch on that and instead the big emphasis on industrial water treatment.
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So, maybe share for us, what are the economics that make this more attractive for you. How might your technology be differentiated in this
opportunity in the water sector and do you need to make any additional investments in M&A in particular, to bring more solutions to market in
this area?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Hey, Phil, let me start with that and then you can punctuate it. Municipal - and you saw it on Beth's chart. Municipals in infrastructure. It's still an
important part of our business. You're right. You detect a pivot. The pivot's been underway for a few years and we made progress in moving to
Industrial.

What we have is, we have a core set of technologies, particularly in filtration, and where we have application - the unique thing about filtration is,
where you have application expertise. So like, we have in Food & Beverage, we can provide solutions.

When we take a look at the earlier doctors of advanced technologies for waste water treatment, water reuse, energy recovery, the people that have
the greatest economic incentive to do that in the area adopters aren't municipalities.

So even though we have municipalities that have joint energy recovery, they're using membrane bio reactors, they're slow adopters because of
the way their economics work.

Industrials, we have made progress, for instance, with again, food plants, but in California, who don't - aren't getting enough water, they want to
reuse water, that's been our best opportunity. Industrials in places where water is scarce and so we have the technology, we don't have enough
depth of application but we have every - all we have to do is invest in an application.

There will be other industries as we go industry by industry. Take pharma for example, some of these advanced technologies are really quite good
for pharma but we don't have the application or the pharma facing Salesforce to do that. So there we'll look for partnerships. You know, we don't
have FDA capability, we don't have that in house.

And so, selling filtration, the interesting thing about selling filtration is, you have to have people you know, I'll use the beer example because
everyone can relate to it, the people that we have selling the beer membrane filtration aren't filtration people, they're brew masters. They understand
the process and they can understand enough about the technology to basically bring it to beer and that's what you need.

You need applications. So, we believe, in the water area, water reuse area, we can fill that in industrial and we've had early success, we want to
have more success. So that's the difference.

We're not a vanity municipal. I mean, we've had this question inside the company too, that's sort of our foundational market. We kind of serve that
naturally. You know we bid most of those and particularly since the day we're down the with government spending a lot of the large water projects
we're actually down on.

That's the pivot that you're, that we're talking about.

Unidentified Participant

Great, so, did you, Phil, did you have anything to add?

Phil Rolchigo - Pentair plc.

You know, I think that the only thing that I would add is that within municipal, we talked about these, how there's a shift towards municipal reuse,
also, and that's because the cost structure for doing reuse at the municipal level is significantly less than doing desal.
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So, you know on the order of maybe half the cost per cubic meter versus desal when you're doing reuse on a municipal level.

Unidentified Participant

And then, I just had a quick follow-up for John, having earned the right ask to Valves & Control question. On the MRO side, you've talked a bit more
about services.

I remember when the deal was first struck there was a lot of optimistic talk about how you can build out services and what percent of the revenue
stream it would be and there might even be a combined servicing of valves and pumps. Where does that initiative stand?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, it's underneath the aftermarket so of the $900 million, $200 million is services so where we go and do repair call or services agreement with
our customer base. It is growing as you might imagine, because there's a cost offset to replacing the valve.

We have over 80 service centers. Not all of them where they should be, which is one of the opportunities we have, to put them. And there's a mobile
service opportunity which we've invested in significantly as well. Which is going in a trailer and close to where you need it to be.

So I think you'll continue to hear great strides that we're making there. We have goals to grow it at least 8% a year for the next three to five years.
And, you know as far as including pumps, Beth has her own initiatives in her organization.

They're different solutions and different locations because primary ag focused but if we had an industrial pump line there would be a huge synergy
across our valves and industrial pump line for the service calls.

Unidentified Company Representative

I just had one thing. What Beth talked about in terms of doing pump assembling and charging, came out of the initiative of looking for how do we
leverage a service location so for across to the pump business. That's successful.

Unidentified Participant

Hey, actually, one more on MRO and Valves & Controls.

So, I mean one thing we've seen with a lot of the peers where they start to attempt to really drive the aftermarket and especially trying to gain
shares from peers, I mean, there actually is a pretty decent working capital commitment.

I see you are trying to take out more service centers but at the same time, if you're going to penetrate more, you know, you're going to need to
keep those facilities stocked really well. I mean how do you balance that with the working capital ambitions that you're laying out for us?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Well, to Cliff's point, all you have to do is walk into our facilities and know we have plenty of inventory to serve that need. You know, I think if you
take a look and you split the businesses, my hypothesis, and I think this will be proven by facts by the end of the year is most of the inventory is on
the short cycle side, right?

When you build a project you really ordering to the project needs and you're building to the project need. The challenge we have is that we do
have our own services centers, we have our factories, we have our own channel partners and then we have our customers.
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And within that system there is a substantial amount of inventory that needs to be optimized and that's why we think our lead times are going to
matter. Making sure that our commitments around those lead times and customers matter and then optimizing that process. So, I don't think it's
an add. I think there is an opportunity to improve it, where that inventory sits will be you know, a shift. So.

Unidentified Participant

Thank you, just a follow up. One more on, sorry, Valves & Controls. Just on the automation component and the ambition to get more penetrate in
that market, I mean how do you kind of balance between growing that organically versus going out to the market and buying more conferences
and solution and getting it at a quicker pace?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Do you want me to take part of this and you can take part of this?

Unidentified Participant

Yes.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

It's a tricky one because you know some of the large automation providers out there are independent for a reason and it's because the end customer
likes the independence versus that vertical integrated solution so many of us have our own vertical integrated solutions then have to work across
the competitor base.

So as I mentioned earlier, you know our Valves & Controls team will sell our own automation solutions, self-competitor automation solutions. Our
automation solutions are both independently sold and packaged with our products. So there's optimization to do the vertical integration better
and the knowledge of the automation helps you do that. Like Randy said, the application expertise.

And we're going to grow out those automation centers that we have around the world. We have two high performing ones. We think it should be
somewhere closer to 10 high performing ones.

The question of putting capital to use to buy an automation company, I think we have a more thoughtful approach there, and if we were to buy
that would we remain that independent or would that tilt the scales and then price points and cost.

It's definitely a growth area of the market and one that we have to have our own advantage strategy and have a thoughtful M&A strategy too. I
don't know if you want to add anything.

Unidentified Participant

Just a common theme to seemed to come up today a lot was I guess a pretty big self-critique on some of the sales force alignment and how that
should look going forward.

I think over the last maybe 5, 10 years there's been a lot of changes there from birth market selling, GB selling, some re-segmentation along the
way where I think part of the message was this is how we run the company now, this is how we're selling now.

Has there been too much change for the sales force to adapt, I guess, first question, for it's hard for them to move with a new message?
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And then, I guess, secondly, how long does that take to affect. I think you guys have a lot of you know a lot of history with PIMS and you know
inside the Four Walls of the factory (inaudible) core competency but if it's newer to sales does that take another five years to pull off just because
it's not really core competency yet?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Let me talk about the first part of that and I'm also going to - Karl and Alok who have been running businesses here for a while, to address the part
about too much change. But, sales excellence was something we started two years ago as we looked at the pieces of sale capability.

First, with the rapid growth process, which gave birth to some of our alpha testing and more rapid testing and more intimate voice of the customer
and at the same time the 3D process to get discipline in our innovation, make sure that was connected.

We took stock of the fact that all the good work there was yielding the results that were planned. And so, there wasn't a lot of change in sales for
say, until two years ago, when we said really, we have a blunt tip of the spear.

We're not able to deliver the value because we need to train better, there's too much complexity, too much differentiation, one sales office is good,
this sales office is - because there's no standard of work. So it was that that brought us to looking for the best processes and standard of work we
could find in sales.

That brought us to two years ago, being pretty planful, I wouldn't say we've been going really fast on the sales change but I'd ask Karl and Alok to
talk more about it.

Karl Frykman - Pentair plc. - President of Water Quality Systems

Yes. So, as I mentioned in my presentation, we had a legacy platform that had a very good two step distribution go to market with a lot of sales
force calling on the dealer base and pulling through demand and distribution.

So, as we got these new platforms that were fertile ground for a similar approach, we just started validating that and executing it, not disruptive
at all, in the sense that, internally, we hadn't been talking with the right people.

So when you start talking to the dealer who's got the insights and performance that you need to become world class in new product development
and improving quality and delivery, it's an epiphany to the organization and it's very energizing.

It might be a little disruptive to distribution when we do that. They're not comfortable with us talking with their dealers but we've found productive
ways to manage that kind of tension and get over that to where our distributor partners view us, truly, as a partner and we're helping them drive
demand. Our...

Alok Maskara - Pentair plc. - President of Technical Solutions

I guess...

Karl Frykman - Pentair plc. - President of Water Quality Systems

...I was just going to say, our pacing on it, the second part of your question was five years, really is only limited by how quickly we can implement
and still have that be self-funding because we expect growth to fund the additional investment in sales force.
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Alok Maskara - Pentair plc. - President of Technical Solutions

I guess I would add that five years ago when we talked a lot about vertical markets it was more on marketing of vertical markets, I don't think we
were talking as much about sales into the vertical markets and sales has actually been an area that we have not touched in the payment model
until recently.

Second thing I would say is the change is not too much especially as you look at what's really changing out in the external environment. At least
in our industry, the electrical channel, the electrical market, that itself is evolving at a fairly rapid pace due to consolidation, due to internet of
things, new type of information.

So, I think our changes are appropriate keeping in mind, what the rest of the industry is doing in that case. We benchmark ourself against that. So
I wouldn't say you know it's too much. The previous was more around marketing versus sales.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

And I would just add, on the valve side, it's been an integrated sales force for 8 to 10 years. What they weren't doing a good job was applying the
tools and where these opportunities were and then the count selection, the target selection and what's my opportunity of share wallet.

And then as I laid the people out and said, "You know what is the revenue per person?" You know you started to be clearer on what the opportunities
were and where you over covering. So I think you get different examples of kind of how we're applying the same tool and I think we're all in different
stages of where we are in this sales excellence journey.

Unidentified Company Representative

Is it fair to say that everyone is now compensated based on the new structures? In terms of their, you know what's driving their behavior?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, I don't think in '16 in Valves & Controls we're going to be able to switch to margining yet I mean my sales leader wants to switch to both margin
in valves controls. I think we're probably a year away from that.

But we're certainly going to target the higher part of that product portfolio that I shared with you today and value of pressure management sell
at a different rate then we would value maybe one of the lower performing parts of the portfolio.

Unidentified Participant

On the flow and filtration business, a lot of the technology examples and a lot of the checkmarks and fills grid there you know were in Flow &
Filtration yet it's had the lowest margin target of all the segments so, why is that? Is there not an alignment between technology and margin in
that business?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

You want to answer first or you want me to go?

Unidentified Company Representative

Go ahead.
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Unidentified Company Representative

No? Ok. We want to prove it first. You know, we've been, I think, it does have some of our best growth opportunities and we haven't achieved them.
So, with those, the margin will come. So.

Unidentified Participant

Just a little follow up on that. I mean that's been the case for a while, right? So, fortunately we have a new leader here and a new set of eyes but I
guess why should, you know why should this happen now, that's been a challenge in that business for a long time.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

I should say, there's no doubt that there's a significant margin opportunity in valves and a significant opportunity in Flow & Filtration.

Unidentified Participant

Right.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

And the one thing they share in common is the ERPs that they have and the infrastructure and the factories and all the cost structures. I think Valves
& Controls side, it was growing significantly when we got it.

You don't usually want to mess around with the sales force or kind of working and these were growth businesses that are now in Beth's organization
as well and the view was well that culture needs to have its own unique way to go to market. The truth is, it's not true and I'm sure that (Beth) is
going to beat those margin targets that she shared with you today. Right, Beth?

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes. No, you know, I think we want to get some credibility and a track record here but the opportunity is there, right? I think, as I - seven weeks in,
but I would say there's a lot of complexity that's going to help us and I just think that there's more value we can extract for all the technology we
have as we move to solutions.

Unidentified Participant

And then just a look on the enclosures business, you said the driver was the internet of things, the five year growth target's 0% to 2%, are there
puts and takes there? I mean, you would think that there's more going on the internet things than 0% to 2% but...

Alok Maskara: You know there are puts and takes, first is given what we talked about in Q3 and where we are, we realized some of our growth is
obviously taking that into account on where we are in the overall Industrial.

I think the second puts and take on that comes down to as internal things goes forward, two things happens. One is, electronics gets smaller and
they get more prevalent. So they are the two puts and takes impact the enclosure businesses.

So as electronics gets smaller the enclosures are smaller too. So that's the puts and takes from macro perspective. I'm giving you both macro and
micro answers.
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Unidentified Participant

Hey guys. So (inaudible) didn't ask any questions on Valves & Controls so I guess I get to.

The engineered probes piece you know you said most of the sales declines come from there in the last 12 months or so, you think that's the right
size now or there some more attrition there before you get to a stage where you're comfortable with it the project's actually servicing?

Unidentified Company Representative

I think it's a great question. You know the only lens that we have is that we really haven't won a project over $10 million in six quarters. We're not
really even quoting anything of that large a scale.

You know you go back to you know 2012 and '13 there was $100 million plus of what I call larger projects, you know $20, $30, $50 million so that
would suggest more green field type of operations.

I think what we're seeing today is more productivity dependent and more narrowly placed which aren't the large, large expansions. I personally
believe, you know there's a report this week, we knew this in the slides we went to print earlier, I think L&Gs got some headwinds associated with
that.

I think Petra Chemical has a few modest headwinds with it and you know, we got to plan for that. I just don't think the fundamental demands on
the outside or the other side of that. The feedstock situation's great. The spreads are great.

But you need people to buy the demand and so I think there's going to be a little bit disruption and so we feel we can control the growth on the
aftermarket for sure and we think next year, sometime around Q2 or Q3 that's when capital budgets are deployed, sometime in Q1, we're going
to see a commitment back to the productivity based spending that our customers are going to need.

I don't know if you want to add anything, Rich.

Unidentified Company Representative

No, I think well said. Well said.

Unidentified Company Representative

And again, I think overall the market's, just to reiterate what was said earlier, we - the market numbers may be more modest then you've seen
before but Beth said it well, we want to prove it and we don't want to count on things we don't control. And we haven't been very good at predicting
where the markets are, so we'll predict what we can do. I'm confidence in that.

Unidentified Company Representative

And the aftermarket piece you know, when you think in terms of what's important there because of lead time, being on time delivery, how do you
reconcile the desire to kind of improve, build that business with the desire to simultaneously kind of rationalize the distribution footprint and how
can you achieve both those goals at the same time?
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John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

It's not the same person, right? So we have two different business leaders. One running the short cycle one running the long cycle. We've got
functional leaders who are going to try - are going to deploy functional excellence across it.

And then Randy and I are deploying lean capability to each of those leaders to lean out those processes and begin to build those capabilities. We
met with both of these leaders, Randy and I, we asked them what their three year metrics are for each of these elements and we need different
people.

So we have operations people focused on short cycle, operations on long cycle. Because those that have to work in hours and minutes aren't the
same people who deal with months and years. And there's a lot of rework that goes into projects based quoting you know it goes back and forth.
So customer, as I said, needs seamless operation.

So different goals, different expectations for the two leaders. And ultimately, even though we've got resources dedicated to the sorting process
on the short cycle, we'd be very disappointed if that wasn't 100% electronic you know in a year or so. (Inaudible) his question.

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes, thank you. Can you talk a little bit about the pricing environment and the aftermarkets? Are you seeing any pushback from the customers as
you know the pendulum swings back a little bit?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

We've got a very unique pricing dynamic going on in Pentair right now. We are getting price in two of our four GBUs and those mirror the markets
that you would expect. We're generally holding price in one of the four GBUs which would be Alok's business overall.

And in the large projects, within Valves & Controls space, we are experiencing pricing pressure related to you know the Oil & Gas decline but also
the expectation that sourcing partners are participating in the substantial rate.

As Alok mentioned, his business, you can mirror that sourcing benefit to where the pricing pressure is but in the aftermarket of the standard product
there's a like for like price in the Valves & Controls, we've said this before, we have not experienced any net pricing pressure yet.

Unidentified Company Representative

And then can you talk about, in terms of competitions, the GBUs are there local champions that might benefit you know that might have some
kind of structural advantage or is it largely global competition you're facing in these segments?

Unidentified Company Representative

I think overall, it's global competition for all GBUs you know there are local players, most of our industries are still pretty fragmented so the small
players present unique capabilities but it's really global players that - and us, as global players that are shaping the competitive battlefield.

Unidentified Company Representative

And then, I guess, lastly, is there a way to look at your GBUs and see what percentage of the revenue is your customer's maintenance Capex versus
growth Capex? I don't know if you look at the business that way.
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Unidentified Company Representative

It's harder in the two step distribution like in enclosures and that because it goes to distribution and it's queue based and some goes in and how
we have estimates, would you say each year's estimates are.

Unidentified Company Representative

Well, for example, in aquatics systems, the pool platform, it's about 80% after market still. The new pool market is rebounding at a moderate rate
but it's still heavily weighted toward aftermarket.

Unidentified Company Representative

And water purification is, I think is, as well.

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes.

Unidentified Company Representative

We haven't seen as much of a lift in the market in water purification in the developed markets, U.S. and Europe yet. I think that's still to come,
certainly been stabilization in Europe. So a lot of what we're seeing now is mostly replacement in those markets. And filtration generally, you know
because of the elements, it's generally over 50%.

Unidentified Company Representative

Thank you.

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes.

Cliff Ransom - Ransom Research, Inc. - President, Founder, Analyst

Cliff Ransom, excuse me. Cliff Ransom again, there's a question that I've asked to Annie and Jim last week about the fact that the Holy Grail of the
water business for 30 years has been providing solutions and integrated solutions with buying and constituencies in many of your markets are
highly sidelined still.

So I want to ask a question of Dr. Phil. What can you do with technology to make a marketing and their sales efforts in terms of products moving
to solutions?
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Phil Rolchigo - Pentair plc.

Well, that connectivity to the end user is really critical. You know, what an interesting example, Karl, maybe you could talk about it, is the one
product that we just launched, Aquatag, with this scan you know the scan function to be able to understand where our products are going. I think
that's an interesting product to talk about.

Karl Frykman - Pentair plc. - President of Water Quality Systems

Yes, so our attempts in water purification get closer to the end user and part is trying to understand what they're doing with our product, which
is a challenge in two step distribution.

We just designed a digital tracking mechanism and incentives to get our dealers to actually report their use of our product through the distribution
channel on applications.

That starting point will also allow us to feed them information about installation, troubleshooting, get them connected at the point of application
of our product, which is really the Holy Grail. Until we understand what they're doing, when they're doing it, how frequently they're doing it, we
can't hope to get closer connected with their needs.

Unidentified Company Representative

(Inaudible) as we start talking about smart and all their connected solutions, that is really that opportunity, right? Because you get a window into
how your products are being used, you start to be able to do performance monitoring, asset management and that opens up a lot of I would say,
insights into how to continue to innovate.

And when you're connected like that, you're bringing in those types of service solutions, those types of opportunities are stickier.

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes.

Unidentified Company Representative

Yes. I think maybe for Phil and Beth and the context is how the portfolios often described in terms of the two higher performing segments and the
two lower performing segments.

I'm wondering if, how you think about the idea of maybe some structural variance to flow and filtration, at least by the margin numbers becoming
higher performing segments because if you look at tech products and pool for instance, with the monitor quality, you've got massive market share
in total scale.

And in the Flow & Filtration, going back to one of Phil's slides, it's lots of end markets. Lots of application opportunities that perhaps, by definition,
aren't scalable or efficient.

Unidentified Company Representative

So when I talked about - there's a lot of technology. And for us it's really coming back to understanding what are the markets we want to focus on
where we can scale, where we have that applications expertise.
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Because I think if we just pursue everything we never get there, and so that's where we're going to drive our focus on very specific markets where
we can drive that scale, that's really important.

Unidentified Company Representative

How many of them are there?

Unidentified Company Representative

There's lots, right? You know if you just look at whether it's all of filtration, and there's lots of different filtration technologies. It's like a $6 billion
market so there's a lot of different areas where we just need to determine the ones we want to focus on.

Unidentified Company Representative

And then, also, would like to violate the Valves & Controls rule. On, John, just wondering, you kind of went into fix a situation where there was
basically not execution on an earlier round of restructuring.

Randy had mentioned that the kind of cultural aspect of the integration was really the attribute rate of the company so far, I think. So how do we
kind of reconcile comments about such a strong cultural buy in, but the you know the lack of execution in the first half?

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, so when I went in, Randy and I talked and Fred came with me and one of the things we were able to do with this burning platform is, we knew
where the cultural barriers were. Do you mind? I'm sorry. (Inaudible).

We knew where the cultural barriers were and you know there's always that thought, well if you force that change, that employees going to leave.
Right? And we just said you know what, we might have to break a few eggs to make the omelet and at the end of the day we have to be ready and
prepared for that to happen but you have to send a message to the organization that there's a way that Pentair runs things which the dual reporting
or single reporting backdoor function methodology.

And the reason you do that is you get a functional excellence, a best practice sharing and really optimize that function. Engineering, right? So when
you leave engineers local you shouldn't be surprised when you're adding proliferation of part numbers.

You got to have an engineering delegation authority that says my first thing is to sell a standard product that exists today. Maybe modify a little,
like a configure to order, then I'll engineer it if I have to, right?

And so those were the cultural barriers that really needed to be broken. That wasn't one or two levels deep in the organization, that was three and
four levels deep in the organization so we did series of town hall meetings, you know talking to the overall organization and making sure that
people knew we weren't going away.

That's why I said earlier, the fact that people knew this was Randy and I, that the highest level of the organization is deploying this, where was
nowhere to run. Quite frankly I haven't lost a lot people, we might see that change, you know, as the industry comes back, but I'm confident that
we have the talent to redeploy to those areas when that happens.
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Unidentified Company Representative

So, there's a lot of detail around specific opportunities on products specific and I was just curious when you came up with your broader road targets
how you thought about cannibalization of other products.

So, two that came up that I thought about were - you talked about triple offset conversion from ball and gate and you talked about variable speed
pumps from traditional pumps so how did that all work together in your larger target?

Unidentified Company Representative

Would you take those two John ...

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

Yes, I'll take mine. That's exactly the right point, right? So, if you had six product T and Ls before and they're all competing for the same opportunity
and you didn't have any orchestrated competition around that, that was a problem.

I got a project team now that's going to look for the right solution, right application or what is the right product to start with, quote that right
product, and when that right product and we shouldn't be competing against ourselves, in fact we were.

So we think there's a huge opportunity there from an optimization stand point. And making sure that we're actually giving the customers one
quote for the right product that solves their particular need.

Unidentified Company Representative

Like the variable speed.

Unidentified Company Representative

Right, so, like the variable speed pool pump example is, it's actually a positive cannibalization in the sense that we're trading a conventional pump
that might have sold for $300, $350 bucks for one that is now a $900 sale to distribution.

Even more important is, all of our efforts now on getting people perfectly performing pumps in their backyard to swap them out for variable speed.
So we're not actually taking a natural demand and upgrading it, we're actually taking forward, future demand and expanding the market. So, in
that sense, it's very positive for us.

John Stauch - Pentair plc. - CFO

And in all the rest, we've been trying to methodically think through OK how much is a replacement versus how much is either new applications
growth or new marketing growth, we didn't talk a lot about it but there's - hear people talk about new markets and you know.

Unidentified Company Representative

And we do measure that churn. We measure that churn internally because that is exactly true but the point is if you sit still, someone's going to...
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